City of Fredericksburg
715 Princess Anne Street, Fredericksburg, VA 22401

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP) # 19-0146
Parks and Recreation Management System
NIGP Commodity Codes:

Point of Sale Software (20966)
Application Software (20913)
Software (20987)

Issue Date: March 15, 2019 • Due Date/Time: April 15, 2019 – 2:00 P.M. Local Time
CIO/Director of IT: Suzanne R. Tills

|

E-mail Address: srtills@fredericksburgva.gov

PROPOSAL SUBMISSION: All sealed proposals must be received by the date and time shown on the cover page of this
solicitation at the following address. Any proposals received after the stated time and date will be returned unopened. See Standard
Terms for additional REQUIRED information regarding “Identification of Sealed Proposals”.
Delivery address:
Information Technology Office, 601 Caroline Street, Suite 200C, Fredericksburg, VA 22401
CLARIFICATION OF TERMS: If any prospective Offeror has questions about the specifications or other solicitation
documents, then it is the Offeror’s responsibility to contact the City CIO/Director of IT whose name appears on the face of this
solicitation, in writing, no later than April 8, 2019. Oral requests for information will not be accepted. No further written
inquiries will be accepted after 4:30 P.M. local time on April 8, 2019. Any revisions to the solicitation will be made only by an
addendum issued by the City CIO/Director of IT named above. Any addenda, notifications, extensions, cancellations or changes
will be posted on the City’s website at www.fredericksburgva.gov and the Commonwealth of Virginia’s e-procurement website,
www.eva.virginia.gov. No other notification is required. It is the responsibility of the prospective Offeror to obtain all current
information from either the City website or the eVA website.
PERIOD OF CONTRACT: Initial five-year term, with 5 one-year renewals
The undersigned hereby offers and agrees to furnish all goods and/or services in accordance with the attached signed proposal
and the mandatory requirements outlined herein, or as mutually agreed upon through subsequent negotiation.
Company Name: _______________________________

Email: __________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________

Telephone: ____________________________________

City/State/ZIP:

Cell: _________________________________________

________________________________

Signature: ____________________________________

DUNS Number: ________________________________

Printed Name: ________________________________

eVA Vendor ID: _________________________________

Title:

_______________________________

Vendor SCC ID:__________________________________

Date:

_______________________________

NOTE: This public body does not discriminate against faith- based organizations in accordance with the Code of Virginia, §2.2-4343.1 or against
an Offeror because of race, religion, color, sex, national origin, age, disability, or any other basis prohibited by state law relating to discrimination
in employment.
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I.

DEFINITIONS
POS – Point of Sale System (subset including hardware, software, revenue collection, etc.)
OFFEROR – The person, corporation, partnership or other entity legally submitting a proposal
on items listed in the RFP documents and thereby agreeing to meet the contract terms, if
awarded the contract.
CONTRACTOR – Any individual or business having a contract with a governmental body to
furnish goods, services, or construction for an agreed-upon price.
CITY – The City of Fredericksburg, Virginia. A Virginia Municipal Corporation and political
subdivision of the Commonwealth of Virginia
SAAS – Software as a Service

II. PURPOSE
The City of Fredericksburg (hereinafter referred to as “the City”) is seeking to solicit sealed
Proposals from qualified firms to provide software and maintenance services for a fully
integrated, multi-user, multi-site online recreation tracking and management information system
for the Department of Parks, Recreation and Events. This system will include a POS component
for both the Fredericksburg Visitors Center and the Parks, Recreation and Events Department.
If a system is available that meets the City’s needs, the City may then enter into contract
discussions with the selected Offeror(s).

III. BACKGROUND
The historic City of Fredericksburg, bordering the Rappahannock River, was established in 1728
and is approximately 11 square miles. It has a resident population of approximately 28,000 but
attracts a transient population estimated at 250,000 annually. It is equidistant from both
Washington D.C. and Richmond, Virginia and is divided by I95. Many restaurants and retail
businesses draw visitors from neighboring jurisdictions.
The City provides and maintains a variety of parks and active recreational facilities, as well as
several natural areas for passive recreation. The City provides the City’s 28,000+ citizens a means
of enriching their lives by offering leisure opportunities such as youth and adult athletics, nature
classes, entertainment series, instructional classes, swim lessons, trips and other activities for
people of all ages.
The City’s Fredericksburg Parks, Recreation and Events Department operates and maintains 21
outdoor spaces in the City of Fredericksburg. The City offers and encourages activities on our
walking trails, playgrounds, swimming pool, Motts Reservoir and the Rappahannock River. There
are numerous picnic shelters, athletic fields and grassy areas that can be rented, as well as chairs,
tables, stages, no parking signs, etc. Alcohol is allowed at some of these shelters and a separate
alcohol usage fee is required for this as well as an ABC VA license. Bounce houses can also be
rented for a usage fee.
A. Existing Environment
The City is presently automated with USeDirect’s Recreation Dynamics Version 8.1.0.0
recreation management software in a SAAS environment with a thin client. The number of
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City staff that currently use this system in the Parks, Recreation and Events Department is
22. The number of City staff that currently use this system at the Visitors Center is 15. The
existing hardware is listed on Attachment B, Pricing Schedule. Proposers should indicate
whether the City can reuse this equipment with their proposed system on the Pricing
Schedule.
The system is currently installed at the following locations:
The Dorothy Hart Community Center hosts the majority of the City’s recreational
programs. Parks and Recreation’s administrative offices are located within the Community
Center. The recreational programs include, but are not limited to:

Children’s Classes

Youth Sports

Nature Programs

Summer Camps

Adult Sports & Fitness

Adult Special Interest

Trips
The City operates a public pool, the Doris E. Buffett Pool. Admission fees are different
for residents and non-residents and there are separate fees for different age groups.

A Pool Photo ID Card for admission is required

The pool can be rented

A discount pool punch card is offered
Motts Run Reservoir is an 860-acre natural area, which includes a 160-acre reservoir and a
Nature Center. Visitors:

Can rent canoes, kayaks and jon boats

Can purchase bait for fishing

Must pay a fee for fishing and boat launching
The Fredericksburg Visitors Center, in addition to selling t-shirts, mugs, postcards, etc.,
sells tickets for various tours, including but not limited to:

Trolley Tours

Carriage Tours

Museum Tours

Special Event Tours

IV. STATEMENT OF NEEDS
A. Project Goals and System Requirements
1. The purpose of this Request for Proposals is to obtain a comprehensive Recreation
Management System specific to Parks and Recreation that can meet the current
requirements of the City and is capable of expansion to meet future needs. The
Recreation Management System shall include installation, configuration, training,
maintenance, all necessary hardware, software and interface components required for a
fully functioning system. The City is interested in fully hosted (web) solutions with
minimal local client (PC) software install, which provides staff and customers the
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greatest flexibility in accessing the software. The City is interested in finding a product
that keeps credit card information separate from the City’s network, minimizes or
eliminates DMZ hosting requirements, and overall makes PCI compliance less costly for
the City.
2. The system is to be essentially an existing “off-the-shelf” product that can be
configurable to fit the specific needs or requirements of the City. The solution will
include a fully functional production and test/training environment throughout the term
on the support contract. The City’s goal is to procure and utilize a proven system which
provides the capability to significantly improve customer service and to allow for future
growth in facilities and programming.
The System Requirements are listed in Attachment A and must be fully complete upon
submission to be considered. Omissions and incomplete answers will be deemed non-responsive.
The ratings in the “desirability” column reflect the level of importance to the City.
B. Training
Proposer shall submit in the proposal a training program for all components included in the
proposal. The Proposer shall outline the types of training classes, number of participants,
duration of classes, and total number of proposed training hours. Identify what training is
conducted on-site and what is recommended through remote methods. The training will include
higher level training for Information Technology personnel and system administrators. Training
costs for the highly desirable components should be provided by component. Hourly rates should
also be included in the training program proposal. For onsite training, the City will provide an IT
training room with computers with internet access and access to the City network.
C. Technical Support
The offeror shall describe in narrative form a plan for providing 24x7x365 support. Contractorprovided and City IT approved remote access/diagnostic software shall permit the Contractor’s
support personnel to access and diagnose most problems. The offeror shall address basic
maintenance and support services, and note whether additional on-site or after-hours service are
available. The offeror shall provide a complete list of services and response times for help calls
of varying priority. The offeror shall identify the firm’s locations closest to the City geographically
which would respond to support calls.
D. Web Browser Requirement
Application should be browser agnostic and support all major web browsers including, but not
limited to desktop, tablet-based and smart phone-based browsers.
E. Security
Minimum Security Requirements for applications:
 HTTPS and SSL encryption must be enabled for all traffic between Web server and users.
 There must be authentication and session management to prevent attackers from
compromising passwords, keys, session tokens, and any efforts to assume the identities of
the other users.
 There must be Input validation against Cross Site Scripting and SQL Injection attack.
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 It is critical that sensitive data (credit/debit card or bank account numbers) must be
encrypted when stored or transmitted.
 The POS component of this solution must be Payment Application-Data Security Standard
(PA-DSS) certified and meet any future DSS PCI standards.
 The application must support wildcard SSL certificates.
 SSAE 16 certified.
F. Regulatory Policies
All applications should comply with
 Department of Justice Section 508 of the Disabilities Act

V.

PROPOSAL PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS
A. Proposal Requirements
In order to be considered for selection, Offerors should submit a complete response to this
RFP. One (1) original and six (6) hard copies of each proposal and one (1) electronic
copy (CD, DVD or removable drive) of each proposal must be submitted to the City
by the due date and time. If the proposal contains proprietary information, submit
one (1) hard copy and electronic copy that DOES NOT contain the proprietary
information, and mark it as a REDACTED copy. Any proposals received at the
specified location after the deadline will not be considered and shall be returned
unopened. Proposals will not be accepted by facsimile transmission or by electronic mail.
The Offeror shall make no other distribution of the proposal.
It is the Offeror’s responsibility to ensure that proposal packages are received by the time
and date indicated at the appropriate location. Proposals submitted elsewhere, including to
other City buildings, will not be accepted.
Refer to the cover page of this document for the deadline and for the address.
1. Proposal Preparation
An authorized representative of the Offeror must sign any submitted proposal. All required
information should be submitted. If an Offeror fails to submit all information requested,
the City may require prompt submission of missing information after the receipt of
proposal. Mandatory requirements are those required by law or regulation or are such that
they cannot be waived and are not subject to negotiation.
Proposals should be prepared simply and economically, providing a straightforward,
concise description of capabilities to satisfy the requirements of the RFP. The Offeror is
responsible for all costs of proposal preparation. The City is not liable for any costs
incurred in preparing a response to the RFP. Emphasis should be placed on completeness
and clarity of content.
Proposals should be organized in the order in which the requirements are presented in the
RFP. The proposal should contain a table of contents which cross-references the RFP
requirements.
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Other proposal format requirements include:
a. The proposal response shall be signed and filled out as required. The entire RFP, with
signature page, must be included in the ORIGINAL proposal and the ELECTRONIC
copy of the proposal. Additional copies must include the signed cover page, but need not
include the remainder of the original RFP. See Section V, entitled “Proposal
Preparation and Submission Instructions,” Item B, entitled “Specific Proposal
Submission Instructions” for submittal requirements.

b. No font smaller than 12 point.
c. 8½ x 11 inch page size (larger pages are allowed for figures or tables, but they should
be folded into the overall proposal and used sparingly.)
d. All pages should be numbered.
Each copy of the proposal should be bound or contained in a single volume where practical.
All documentation submitted with the proposal should be contained in that single volume.

The signed proposal and required number of copies must be returned in a separate
sealed envelope, box, or other sealable package, and identified as follows:
Vendor Name
Street or Box Number
City, State, Zip Code
City of Fredericksburg
CIO/Director of IT
ATTN: Suzanne R. Tills
601 Caroline Street, Suite 200C
Fredericksburg, VA 22401

POSTAGE*

RFP #:
19-0146
RFP Title: Parks and Recreation Management System
Due Date: As noted on cover page
Time:
As noted on cover page

If a proposal is mailed, the Offeror takes the risk that the envelope, box, or other sealable
package, even if marked as described above, may be inadvertently opened and the
information compromised, which may cause the proposal to be disqualified. Proposals
delivered that require an “Additional Postage Due” payment shall not be accepted. The
City is not responsible for any loss or delay with respect to the delivery of the proposals.
ANY PROPOSAL RECEIVED BY THE CITY AFTER THE DEADLINE FOR
SUBMISSION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.
Sealed proposals may be hand delivered to the designated location in the office issuing the
solicitation.
No other correspondence or other proposals should be placed in the envelope, box, or
other sealable package.
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2. Clarification of Terms
If any prospective Offeror has questions about the specifications or other solicitation
documents, the prospective Offeror should contact the City CIO/Director of IT whose
name appears on the face of the solicitation no later than ten (10) working days before the
due date. All inquiries must be submitted in writing to Suzanne R. Tills, via email, at
srtills@fredericksburgva.gov. Please include “RFP #19-0146” in the subject line of the
message.
Any revisions to the solicitation will be made only by addendum issued by the City
CIO/Director of IT and will be posted on the City’s website, www.fredericksburgva.gov
or the state procurement website at www.eva.virginia.gov. No other notification will be
made.
3. Proprietary Information
All records pertaining to this procurement are open to inspection by the public under the
Virginia Freedom of Information Act unless specifically exempted under Virginia Code § 2.24342. If you want portions of your proposal to be confidential, you must comply with § 2.24342(F), which requires that you (i) specifically invoke the protections of § 2.2-4342(F) before
or upon submission of the data, (ii) identify the specific data to be protected, and
(iii) state the reasons why protection is necessary. You cannot mark pricing information as
confidential. If the City cannot tell which specific parts of the proposal are marked as
confidential, if the entire proposal is marked as confidential, or if you do not completely
comply with § 2.2-4342(F), the entire proposal is public information and the City will
release it in response to a valid records request, in accordance with the timelines specified
in § 2.2-4342(D).

The classification of the entire proposal document and/or total proposal prices as
proprietary or trade secrets is not acceptable.
4. Oral Presentation
Offerors who submit proposals in response to this RFP may be required to present an oral
presentation of their proposal to the City. An oral presentation may provide an opportunity
for the Offeror to clarify or elaborate on their proposal submittal. If held, the City will
schedule the time and location of these presentations. If the Offeror is selected to give an
oral presentation, such Offeror may be requested to provide additional copies of their
proposal at that time.
Oral presentations are an option of the Proposal Evaluation Team and may or may not,
be conducted. Therefore, proposals must be complete.
B. Specific Proposal Submission Instructions
Proposals should be as thorough and detailed as possible so that the Proposal Evaluation Team
can properly evaluate the Offeror’s capabilities to provide the required services. Offerors are
strongly advised to provide a model for the City’s evaluation purposes that represents their solution
to all requirements depicted in the RFP, and which is complete, comprehensive, simple and easy
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to understand. Offerors are required to submit the following items, separated by tabs within the
proposal and in sequential order corresponding to the related sections of this RFP:

TAB 1: RFP and Addenda
The complete RFP (without attachments) signed and filled out as required. These
pages will not count against the 50-page submittal limit. Also, include an original
signed copy of any future addenda to this RFP that may be issued.
TAB 2: Methodology/Specific Plan
Offerors shall submit a comprehensive proposal that convincingly and realistically
depicts all of their capabilities, qualifications, resources, plans, and processes, which
can successfully enable the fulfillment all of requirements depicted in Section IV,
entitled “Statement of Needs.” At a minimum, an Offeror should address in separate
and distinct sections, each of the following topics to describe the company’s
approach for providing the goods and/or services and each of the requirements, in
addition to specifically addressing the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A brief synopsis of your understanding of the City’s needs and how you plan
to meet those needs. This must provide the City with a broad understanding of
the entire proposal.
A narrative description of the proposed plan to achieve the project objectives
and requirements.
A detailed project schedule, including installation and implementations.
Explanation of any assumptions and constraints.
Proposed product information (images and specifications)
Identification of any additional/optional services proposed.

TAB 3: Qualifications and Experience of Offerors
Provide a brief executive summary highlighting the qualifications of the firm.
Describe your firm’s background, experience, and qualifications related to this type
of project that should include, but not be limited to, the following:
1. Organizational Structure
a. Provide a detailed written narrative statement of the firm’s organizational
structure and history, locations, including the key personnel and their
background.
b. List any applicable licenses or permits currently held and indicate ability to
obtain any additional licenses or permits that may be required.
c. Describe the firm’s capacity to meet the Statement of Needs of this RFP as
it relates to staffing and training.
d. If the company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of a ‘parent’ company, then it
must provide all information required on both firms.
e. Include the legal name and address and the legal form of company
(partnership, corporation, joint venture, etc.)
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f. If proposing in a joint venture, then identify all members of the joint venture
and provide all information required within this section for each member of
the venture.
g. In all cases, provide addresses of affiliates, subsidiaries or satellite service
locations that will be used to support this project.
2. Demonstrated Knowledge, Experience and References
a. Provide a detailed narrative describing the firm’s qualifications and
background in providing these types of goods and services.
b. Describe specialized experience in the type of services required in the
Statement of Needs and current tasks, along with demonstrated knowledge
and experience in the services outlined herein.
c. References: Provide at least four references for which work of a similar nature
to that described herein was performed within the past three years. The
reference should include the name, title, address, phone number, and email
for the person on the owner’s team most intimate with the details of project
being referenced. See Attachment C- Offeror Data Sheet.
d. Indicate if any of those contracts were terminated before the original
termination date, state the date of termination and reason for termination.
If none were terminated, state this.
e. If proposing in a joint venture or with subcontractors, then identify all
members of the joint venture or selected subcontractors and provide the
full legal name and address of all subcontractors, the type of work to be
performed, and the percentage of the total work they will perform.
3. Litigation

Disclose any information about pending legal proceedings or business litigation
against your firm, any officer, or principal. If necessary, provide an explanation
and indicate the current status or disposition, not to exceed two (2) pages.
TAB 4: Quality and Support
a. Discuss service breadth and variety offered.
b. Discuss plans for problem solving, response time to support issues and
methodology for resolutions.
c. Describe the size and location of the specific office that will be serving the
City.
d. Describe the key personnel that will be assigned to the City, including
names, qualifications, experience, and employment status (permanent or
temporary, full-time or part-time) during the contract period to include
principals.
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TAB 5: Proposed Price Plan
Include Attachment B. Pricing Schedule in this section. The City will evaluate
pricing proposals for award purposes based on the pricing provided.
TAB 6: Additional Information
This section is to be used to provide the following information. In addition, you
may add any other relevant information to support your proposal to this section.
 Attachment D. Proprietary/Confidential Information
 Attachment E. State Corporation Commission Form
 Attachment F. Certificate of No Collusion
 Attachment G. Information Systems Access Policy
 Attachment H. Nondisclosure and Confidentiality Agreement

VI. EVALUATION CRITERIA
The Proposal Evaluation Team will review all proposals received by the proposal submission
deadline. Proposals must be complete and responsive to all sections of the RFP. Proposals that
do not fulfill all program requirements or omit any of the requested contents may receive a
reduced evaluation score. Factors upon which proposals will be evaluated include:
Evaluation Criteria
Functional and Technical Components
Approach, Work Plan, and Timetable
Understanding the City’s Requirements
Project Team Qualifications and Experience
Price
References/Overall Experience in successfully working with recreation offices. Each
Proposal must include its definition of success and how the identified experience satisfies that
definition. No points will be given for experience not so identified.
Total

VII.

Possible
Points
25
20
15
15
15
10

100

OFFEROR ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS AND
QUALIFICATIONS

The following requirements and qualifications pertain to the solicitation only. Compliance
will determine if Offeror may be deemed eligible for award.
1. DEBARMENT STATUS: By participating in this procurement, the vendor certifies that they
are not currently debarred by the Commonwealth of Virginia from submitting a response for the
type of goods and/or services covered by this solicitation. Vendor further certifies that they are
not debarred from filling any order or accepting any resulting order, or that they are an agent of
any person or entity that is currently debarred by the Commonwealth of Virginia.
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2. USE OF CITY FORM AND TERMS FOR RFPs: Failure to submit a proposal on the
official City form provided for that purpose may be a cause for rejection of the proposal.
Modification of or additions to the General Terms of the solicitation may be cause for
rejection of the proposal; however, the City reserves the right to decide, on a case by case
basis, in its sole discretion, whether to reject such a proposal.
3. QUALIFICATIONS OF OFFERORS: The City may make such reasonable
investigations as deemed proper and necessary to determine the ability of the Offeror to
perform the services/furnish the goods and the Offeror shall furnish to the City all such
information and data for this purpose as may be requested. Verification of stated
qualifications should be provided with the Offeror’s response. The City reserves the
right to inspect Offeror’s physical facilities prior to award to satisfy questions regarding the
Offeror’s capabilities. The City further reserves the right to reject any proposal if the evidence
submitted by, or investigations of, such Offeror fails to satisfy the City that such Offeror is
properly qualified to carry out the obligations of the contract and to provide the services
and/or furnish the goods contemplated therein.
4. OFFEROR INVESTIGATIONS. Before submitting a proposal, the Offeror shall make
all investigations and examinations necessary to ascertain all conditions and requirements
affecting the full performance of the contract and to verify any representations made by the
City that the Offeror will rely upon.
No pleas of ignorance of such conditions and requirements resulting from failure to make
such investigations and examinations will relieve the Offeror from its obligation to comply
in every detail with all provisions and requirements of the contract documents, or will be
accepted as a basis for any claim whatsoever for any monetary consideration on the part of
the Offeror.
5. PROPOSAL WITHDRAWAL. No proposal may be withdrawn after it is filed unless the
firm makes a request in writing to the City prior to the time and date set for the receipt of
proposals or unless the City fails to award or issue a notice of intent to award a Contract
within ninety (90) days after the date and time set for receipt of proposals.
6. INTEREST IN MORE THAN ONE PROPOSAL, AND COLLUSION. More than
one proposal received in response to a single solicitation from an individual, firm,
partnership, corporation, affiliate, or association under the same or different names will be
rejected. Reasonable grounds for believing that a firm is interested in more than one proposal
for a solicitation both as a firm and as a subcontractor for another firm, will result in rejection
of all proposals in which the firm is interested. However, a firm acting only as a subcontractor
may be included as a subcontractor for two or more firms submitting a proposal for the
work. Any or all proposals may be rejected if reasonable grounds exist for believing that
collusion exists among any firms. Firms rejected under the above provisions shall be
disqualified if they respond to a re-solicitation for the same work.
7. CONTRACTOR/SUBCONTRACTOR LICENSE REQUIREMENT: By their
signature on this solicitation, Offerors certify and warrant that their firm, and any individual
employees and/or subcontractor(s) is/are properly certified and/or licensed by the
appropriate federal, state, or other regulatory authorities to provide all goods/services
specified or fulfill the requirements delineated herein.
8. ALTERNATE INSURANCE COVERAGE.
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If the firm does not meet the insurance requirements of the specifications, alternate insurance
coverage, satisfactory to the City, may be considered. Written requests for consideration of
alternate coverages must be received by the City CIO/Director of IT at least ten (10) working
days prior to the date set for receipt of proposals. If the City denies the request for alternate
coverages, the specified coverage will be required to be submitted. If the City permits
alternate coverage, an amendment to the Insurance Requirements will be prepared and
distributed prior to the time and date set for receipt of proposals.
9. VIRGINIA STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER: Pursuant to Code of Virginia, §2.2-4311.2 subsection B, an Offeror organized
or authorized to transact business in the Commonwealth pursuant to Title 13.1 or Title 50 is
required to include in its proposal the identification number issued to it by the State
Corporation Commission (SCC). Any Offeror that is not required to be authorized to
transact business in the Commonwealth as a foreign business entity under Title 13.1 or Title
50 or as otherwise required by law is required to include in its proposal a statement describing
why the Offeror is not required to be so authorized. Indicate the above information on the
SCC Form provided. Contractor agrees that the process by which compliance with Titles
13.1 and 50 is checked during the solicitation stage (including without limitation the SCC
Form provided) is streamlined and not definitive, and the City’s use and acceptance of such
form, or its acceptance of Contractor’s statement describing why the Offeror was not legally
required to be authorized to transact business in the Commonwealth, shall not be conclusive
of the issue and shall not be relied upon by the Contractor as demonstrating compliance.
10. ANNOUNCEMENT OF AWARD: Upon the award or the announcement of the
decision to award a contract as a result of this solicitation, the City will publicly post such
notice on the City website, www.fredericksburgva.gov, or the eVA VBO
(www.eva.virginia.gov) for a minimum of ten (10) days.
11. AWARD: Selection shall be made of two or more Offerors deemed to be fully qualified and
best suited among those submitting proposals on the basis of the evaluation factors included
in the Request for Proposal, including price, if so stated in the Request for Proposal.
Negotiations shall be conducted with the Offerors so selected. Price shall be considered, but
need not be the sole determining factor. After negotiations have been conducted with each
Offeror so selected, the agency shall select the Offerors, which, in its opinion, have made the
best proposal, and shall award the contract to the Offeror as follows: It is the intent of the
City to issue an award to the highest-ranking Offeror. The City reserves the right to make
awards, for any goods or services, depending upon the capabilities and benefits described in
any Offeror’s proposal, and as the City deems in its best interest. Such decision shall be based
upon the City’s sole and exclusive judgment.
The City may cancel this Request for Proposal or reject proposals at any time prior to an
award, and is not required to furnish a statement of the reasons why a particular proposal
was not deemed to be the most advantageous (Code of Virginia, § 2.2-4359D). Should the
City determine in writing and in its sole discretion that only one Offeror is fully qualified, or
that one Offeror is clearly more highly qualified than the others under consideration, a
contract may be negotiated and awarded to Offeror(s). The award document will be a
contract incorporating by reference all the requirements, terms of the solicitation and the
contractor’s proposal as negotiated.
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12. PRODUCT INFORMATION: The bidder/offeror shall clearly and specifically identify
the product being offered and enclose complete and detailed descriptive literature, catalog
cuts and specifications with the bid/proposal to enable the City to determine if the product
offered meets the requirements of the solicitation. Failure to do so may cause the
bid/proposal to be considered nonresponsive.

VIII. GENERAL TERMS
A. Authorization to do Business in Virginia. Contractor is authorized to do business in
Virginia as a domestic or foreign business entity under Title 13.1 or Title 50 of the Virginia
Code. Contractor will not allow its existence to lapse or its certificate of authority or
registration to do business in Virginia to be revoked or cancelled during the term of this
contract.
B. Relation to City. Contractor is an independent contractor of the City. This contract does
not create an employment relationship between the City and Contractor or any of its
employees.
C. Prime Contractor and Subcontractors. Contractor has prime responsibility for all services
and goods to be provided under this contract, specifically including adequate supervision of
work to be performed. This contract is only between Contractor and the City, and
Contractor accepts full responsibility for the work performed and goods provided by, and
the acts and omissions of, its subcontractors.
Subcontractor will not subcontract for any part of this contract without the advance written
permission of the City CIO/Director of IT. Contractor will provide the names,
qualifications, and experience of any proposed subcontractors to the City CIO/Director of
IT.
D. Modifications. Only the City Manager or City CIO/Director of IT may modify this
contract on behalf of the City. Only the original signatory of the contract on behalf of
Contractor, or another individual authorized in writing by Contractor to modify the
contract, may modify the contract on behalf of Contractor. Modifications to this contract
can only be authorized in accordance with Code of Virginia § 2.2-4309. Modifications can
only be authorized by the following methods:
City and Contractor may agree in writing to modify the terms of the contract. Any additional
goods or services to be provided must be of a sort that is ancillary to, or within the same
broad product or services categories as, those provided for in the original contract.
The City may issue written change orders for changes such as services to be performed,
methods of packing or shipping, and place of delivery or installation. If Contractor
determines that the change order will not necessitate a change in compensation or schedule,
Contractor will comply with the change order upon receipt. If Contractor determines that
the change order will necessitate a change in compensation or schedule, Contractor will
notify the City of that determination, and only proceed to comply with the change order
upon the City’s written approval.
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The contract may be renewed by agreement if provided for in the description of the
contract term.
Contractor shall not require any employee or agent of the City other than the City Manager
or City CIO/Director of IT to execute any additional contract, license, or other agreement
pertaining to this contract.
E. Freedom of Information Act. All records pertaining to this contract may be open to
inspection by the public under the Virginia Freedom of Information Act (Virginia Code §
2.2-3700 et. seq) unless specifically exempted under the Act (including records properly
exempted under Code of Virginia § 2.2-4342).
F. Audit. Contractor will retain all records related to this contract for 5 years after final
payment or until audited by the City, whichever comes first. The City may inspect these
records upon reasonable notice to Contractor.
G. Ethics in Public Contracting. Contractor certifies that its offer is made without collusion
or fraud and that it has not offered or received any kickbacks or inducements from any
other offeror, supplier, manufacturer, or subcontractor and that it has not conferred on any
public employee having official responsibility for this purchase any payment, loan,
subscription, advance, deposit of money, services, or anything of more than nominal value,
present or promised unless consideration of substantially equal or greater value was
exchanged.
H. Immigration. Contractor does not, and will not during the performance of this contract,
knowingly employ an unauthorized alien as defined in federal Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986. Contractor will register for and participate in the federal E-Verify
Program if required to do so under Code of Virginia § 2.2-4308.2. Contractor will provide
the City with a copy of their E-Verify “Maintain Company” page to the City upon request.
Failure to comply with E-Verify requirements subjects Contractor to automatic disbarment
from City procurement until the requirements are met.
I. Non-Discrimination. Contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant
for employment because of race, religion, color, sex, national origin, age, disability, or other
basis prohibited by state law relating to discrimination in employment, except where there
is a bona fide occupational qualification reasonably necessary to the normal operation of the
contractor. Contractor will post in conspicuous places, available to employees and
applicants for employment, notices stating the terms of this section.
Contractor, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of
the contractor, will state that the contractor is an equal opportunity employer.
Notices, advertisements, and solicitations placed in accordance with federal law, rule, or
regulation are sufficient for the purposes of this section.
Contractor will include the terms of this section in every subcontract or purchase order of
over $10,000, so that the terms will be binding upon each subcontractor and vendor.
Contractor will conform to the Federal Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Virginia Fair
Employment Contracting Act of 1975, the Virginians with Disabilities Act, and § 2.24343.1E of the Virginia Public Procurement Act.
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J. Drug-Free Workplace. Contractor agrees to (i) provide a drug-free workplace for the
contractor’s employees; (ii) post in conspicuous places, available to employees and
applicants for employment, a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture,
sale, distribution, dispensation, possession, or use of a controlled substance or marijuana is
prohibited in Contractor’s workplace and specifying the actions that will be taken against
employees for violating that prohibition; (iii) state in all solicitations or advertisements for
employees placed by or on behalf of Contractor that Contractor maintains a drug-free
workplace; and (iv) include the terms of this section in every subcontract or purchase order
of over $10,000, so that the terms will be binding upon each subcontractor and vendor.
K. Payments. Contractor must provide its federal employer identification number and W-9
to the City before requesting payment.
Contractor will submit itemized invoices, with appropriate documentation, to the City, at
the payment address shown on the purchase order or contract. All invoices must show the
City contract or purchase order number and Contractor’s federal employer identification
number.
No invoice may include any cost other than those listed in the contract or in an individual
purchase order referencing the contract.
The City will pay invoices within 30 days of receipt. Any invoice not paid within 30 days will
accrue 1% interest per month. When payment is made by mail, the date of the postmark will
be considered the date of payment. If offset proceedings have been instituted under the
Virginia Debt Collection Act, the date of offset will be considered the date of payment.
Under certain emergency procurements and for most time and material purchases, final job
costs cannot be accurately determined at the time an order is placed. In these cases, payments
are contingent on the City’s determination that all invoiced charges are reasonable. The City
will notify Contractor within 30 days of invoice of any charges it determines to be
unreasonable. Payment for those charges will be suspended until a settlement is reached.
Contractor will not take legal action concerning the charges unless a settlement is not
reached within 30 days of notification.
L. Subcontractor Payments. Within 7 days after receipt of payment by the City for work
performed by a subcontractor, Contractor shall a) pay the subcontractor for the proportionate
share of the total payment received from the City attributable to the subcontractor’s work, or b)
notify the City and the subcontractor, in writing, of Contractor’s intention to withhold
payment and the reason for withholding the payment.

Contractor will pay interest of 1% per month to subcontractors on all amounts owed to the
subcontractors which has not been paid or withheld under the terms of the preceding
paragraph.
Contractor must require individual subcontractors to provide their social security numbers, and
proprietorship, partnership, and corporate subcontractors to provide their federal employee
identification numbers. Contractor will provide this information to the City upon request.

Contractor must require subcontractors to include the terms of this section in all contracts
with other subcontractors.
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M. Non-appropriation. All funds for payments after June 30 of the current fiscal year are
subject to appropriation by the City Council. If Council does not appropriate the required
funds, the City will terminate this contract on June 30 of the then-current fiscal year.
N. Indemnification. Contractor will save, defend, hold harmless, and indemnify the City, and
all of its elected and appointed officials, officers, employees, agents, departments, agencies,
boards, and commissions from and against any and all claims, losses, damages, injuries, fines,
penalties, costs (including court costs and attorney's fees), charges, liability, or exposure,
however caused, resulting from, arising out of, or in any way connected with Contractor's
negligent acts, errors or omissions, recklessness or intentionally wrongful conduct of the
Contractor in performance or nonperformance of its work under the contract. This
indemnification survives the termination of the contract.
O. Insurance. Contractor and any subcontractors will maintain the following insurance
coverage, provided by insurance companies authorized by the Virginia SCC to offer
insurance in Virginia, during the entire term of the contract. Contractor will provide copies
of its Certificates of Insurance to the City.
a. Workers’ Compensation—as required by law.
b. Employer’s Liability--$100,000.
c. Commercial General Liability--$1,000,000 per occurrence and $2,000,000 in the
aggregate. The City must be named as an additional insured on this policy.
d. Automobile Liability -- $1,000,000 combined single limit, if any motor vehicle not
owned by the City is to be used in performance of the contract.
e. Professional Liability (i.e. Errors and Omissions)--$2,000,000 per wrongful act,
$3,000,000 annual policy claims aggregate, if the contract is for accounting, architecture,
asbestos contracting, healthcare, insurance/risk management, legal services,
engineering, or surveying.
P. Licensing. Contractor will maintain all licenses and certifications required by applicable
federal, state, and local governmental entities for provision of the goods and services to be
provided under this contract.
Q. Assignment. Contractor will not assign or otherwise transfer any of its rights, obligations,
or interests in this contract without the written permission of the City.
R. Choice of Law, Venue. This contract is governed by Virginia law. The Circuit Court of
Fredericksburg, Virginia is the exclusive venue for any litigation regarding this contract.
S. Claims. Contractor must notify the City in writing of its intention to file a claim at the time
of the occurrence or beginning of the work upon which the claim is based. All claims must
be submitted less than 60 days after the final contract payment.
T. Dispute Resolution. The parties will first endeavor to resolve any disputes, claims, or other
matters in question between them through direct negotiations, and if direct negotiations fail,
by non-binding mediation, with the exclusive venue of the mediation being the City of
Fredericksburg. Should the dispute remain unresolved either (i) following negotiation and
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mediation, or (ii) more than 90 days after a party has requested mediation, either party may
institute a lawsuit or chancery action, as appropriate, in Fredericksburg Circuit Court, and
may pursue all available appeals in Virginia state courts, to the extent they have jurisdiction.
Any agreement reached in mediation must be reduced to writing and executed by the parties;
upon execution, the agreement will be enforceable as a settlement agreement.
U. Default. The City is in default 1) if it fails to pay any amount due to Contractor; or 2) upon
any other material failure to comply with the terms of the contract. Contractor is in default
upon any material failure to comply with the terms of the contract.
A party alleging that the other party is in default must provide the allegedly defaulting party with
written notice specifying the alleged default and allow 30 days for the default to be cured.
V. Remedies. If the City does not cure a default after receiving notice, Contractor may a) terminate

this contract, and b) exercise all remedies available at law. If Contractor does not cure a default
after receiving notice, the City may a) terminate the contract, b) exercise all remedies
available at law, and c) collect liquidated damages if available under Special Contract Terms.
If the default is a failure to provide required goods or services, the City may, upon written
notice to Contractor, procure those goods or services from other sources and hold
Contractor responsible for any resulting additional purchase and administrative costs.

W. Termination. The City may terminate this contract for any reason upon 30 days notice to
Contractor. The City will promptly pay all amounts already earned by Contractor and
reasonable expenses incurred in reliance upon the contract, up to the effective date of the
termination. Receipt of the notice does not affect Contractor’s obligations under the
contract, including fulfillment of outstanding orders, up to the effective date of termination.
The parties can agree to terminate this contract at any time.
X. Notices. Any notices pertaining to this contract must be sent by first-class mail to:
To the City:
Information Technology Department
601 Caroline St, Suite 200C
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401
To the Contractor:
The address listed on Contractor’s Proposal. Contractor may change its address for
notices by notifying the City in writing of the change.
Y. Severability. If a court declares any part of this contract to be invalid, void, or
unenforceable, the rest of the contract remains in effect.
Z. Strict Performance. The failure of a party to insist upon the other party’s strict performance
of the terms of the contract is not a waiver of the right to insist upon strict performance of
those terms at a later time.

IX. SPECIAL TERMS
1. Term. The initial term contract period will be for a five-year period with a corresponding
annual maintenance and communications service contract. All orders and related documents
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shall survive the period of performance stated in this section until such time as all Orders
(executed prior to the expiration of the date of the Contract) have been completely performed
or services delivered.
2. Renewal of Contract: After the initial term, this contract may be renewed for up to five
one-year renewal terms. At the end of the initial and any renewal terms, the contract shall
automatically renew unless a 90-day written notice to terminate is received by either party.
Pricing for additional renewal years may be negotiated but at no time will a single year unit
price increase more than the percentage increase of the Consumer Price Index Urban (CPIU) for the Washington-Baltimore Metropolitan Area for the latest twelve months for which
statistics are available. The source for the CPI-U shall be https://www.bls.gov/regions/midatlantic/.
3. Cooperative Procurement. Public bodies other than the City of Fredericksburg may
purchase goods and services from Contractor under the terms of this contract, under Virginia
Code § 2.2-4304.
4. Confidentiality. Contractor will hold confidential any information provided by the City
under this contract. Contractor will not disclose this information to any third party, during
or after the term of this contract, unless required to do so by valid court order or subpoena.
5. Warranty (Commercial): The contractor agrees that the goods or services furnished under
any award resulting from this solicitation shall be covered by the most favorable commercial
warranties the contractor gives any customer for such goods or services and that the rights
and remedies provided therein are in addition to and do not limit those available to the City
by any other clause of this solicitation and rights and remedies permitted under applicable
law. A copy of this warranty should be furnished with the proposal.
6. Acceptance Testing of System. Contractor shall provide adequate access to the software
to be provided under the contract for acceptance testing purposes. Contractor shall provide
its written certification to the City when the software is installed, ready to use, and meets the
requirements of the specifications and documentation in the scope of services. The City shall
have 30 calendar days to test the system and report any defects or accept the system as is.
The City shall either notify Contractor that the system is accepted or provide a description
of issues to be resolved before the system can be accepted. Contractor shall correct any
identified issues within 30 days and resubmit the software to the City for testing. The City
shall have 30 days to accept the resubmitted system; submit another list of issues to be
resolved within 30 days; renegotiate the price, schedule, and scope of services of the contract;
or terminate this contract. If the contract is terminated due to non-acceptance, Contractor
shall refund all payments made by the City under the contract.
7. Project Manager. Contractor shall designate an experienced and qualified employee as
project manager for this contract. Contractor shall not assign any duties to the project
manager that would conflict with the manager’s responsibilities under this contract.
Contractor will only designate a different project manager with the City’s written permission,
which will not be unreasonably withheld.
The project manager is responsible for coordination of all of Contractor’s work under the
contract, such as overall control over Contractor’s work, communication with the City’s
point-of-contact, securing required approvals and permissions (system acceptances, work
orders, etc.) from the City, attending meetings and walkthroughs with the City, and
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consulting with the City as requested on hardware, third-party software, network
components and design, and other issues.
8. No Other Costs. Contractor warrants that the City will incur no costs for use and
maintenance of the system, either on a one-time or continuing basis, other than those
specified in this contract.
9. Latest and Best Technology. Contractor warrants that all goods and services provided by
it under the contract represent the latest and best technology and versions available.
10. Third-Party Goods and Services. Contractor warrants that all third-party goods and
services provided under the contract are provided at or below the manufacturer or supplier’s
suggested retail price.
11. Licenses. Unless otherwise stated in the solicitation, the licenses provided under this
contract are non-exclusive and perpetual licenses. All acquired licenses may be used at any
facilities and on any equipment selected by the City, and for any purposes for which they
were procured. If necessary, Contractor shall assist the City with transfer of licensed software
to additional equipment at Contractor’s standard rates for service.
12. Warranty. Contractor warrants that all software provided under the contract will perform to
the specifications of the contract, that the software has no known defects, security
vulnerabilities, or security/privacy breaches that have not been disclosed to the City, and that
the software has been tested for viruses and other malware. Contractor shall notify the City
as soon as possible after discovery of a defect, security vulnerability, or security/privacy
breach and provide a remedy within 90 days of discovery. Contractor warrants that no
deliverable under this contract is dependent on any operating system or software that is no
longer supported by Contractor or a third-party provider.
13. Source Code. Contractor shall place into escrow with an escrow agent acceptable to both
parties a copy of the source code for the software provided under the contract. The City may
access the source code if 1) Contractor ceases to do business or support the software; or 2)
Contractor fails to fulfill any of its material obligations under the contract. Contractor shall
update the software being held in escrow within 30 days of the release of a new version of
the software.
14. Remote Disabling. Contractor will not use electronic self-help to prevent City’s use of
Contractor’s software. City shall only be deprived of use of this software by order of a court
of competent jurisdiction. Contractor warrants that the software does not contain any
undisclosed restrictive code or automatic restraints that are not specifically and expressly
authorized by this contract. Contractor will not introduce any restraints without first
obtaining written approval from the City. No limitation of liability or consequential damages
applies to a breach of this section.
15. Personnel. All of Contractor’s personnel providing goods and services under the contract shall
be adequately qualified to provide those goods and services. Contractor shall remove from the
project and replace any of Contractor’s personnel that the City deems unsuitable for the project.
16. Support and Maintenance. Contractor shall supply support services for the software
provided under the contract, including software updates, bug fixes, upgrades, and major
version releases, as long as the City continues to pay the support and maintenance fees
described in the contract. The City may terminate this support at any time. Support includes:
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A. Phone consultation concerning the software, including maintenance and
error prevention.
B. User Guides and any hardware and software user manuals and other documentation.
C. Technical or engineering bulletin updates.
D. Diagnosis and remedy of problems with any software supplied by Contractor.
E. Logging of each service call, to be provided to the City upon request.
F. Recording of “bugs” (errors or defects) in the software.
G. If the software’s developer or manufacturer no longer supports a required
system component, Contractor shall make every commercially reasonable effort
to recommend and support a substitute product.
Contractor will follow these parameters for support calls:
Critical - Issues which make any mission-critical aspect of the System unusable.
Initial response time from Contractor support contact to City:
1 hour
Estimated time for defect correction:
24 hours
High - Severely impairs process and reduces user productivity, but there is an acceptable
work around. Could be a major problem, but to a limited number of users or affecting
functionality which is not needed on a daily basis.
Initial response time from Contractor support contact to City:
4 hours
Estimated time for defect correction:
3 Days

Medium - Impairs the process, but has workarounds. User is able to function near
expected productivity.
Initial response time from Contractor support contact to City:
72 hours
Estimated time for defect correction:
14 Days
Low - Nice to have changes. No significant impact on the process. Would include some
minor fixes, process improvements.
Initial response time from Contractor support contact to City:
10 Days
Estimated time for defect correction:
30 Days

The City is purchasing the software under this contract for the purpose of compliance with
certain laws and governmental regulations, such as those of the U.S. government,
Commonwealth of Virginia, City of Fredericksburg, or special districts and regional
authorities. If those law and regulations or their interpretation or enforcement change,
Contractor shall update the software accordingly. To request such a change, the City must
make the request to Contractor 90 days in advance. The request must include a copy of the
applicable law or regulation, the City’s interpretation of the law or regulation, and a
description of the specific changes requested. If the parties disagree over an interpretation,
they shall seek the opinion of the governmental body responsible for promulgating or
enforcing the law or regulation.
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The parties may agree to continue maintenance on a year-to-year basis after the end
of the original contract. The price for continued maintenance may be negotiated at the
time of renewal; however, the cost shall not increase more than 3% from the previous
year’s cost or more than the percentage increase of the Consumer Price Index Urban
(CPI-U) for the Washington-Baltimore Metropolitan Area for the latest twelve months
for which statistics are available, whichever is less. The City may cancel a maintenance
agreement at any time and shall be liable only for a prorated cost of the renewal
maintenance
term.
The
source
for
the
CPI-U
shall
be
https://www.bls.gov/regions/mid-atlantic/.
17. Implementation Reviews. Contractor and the City shall meet weekly for thorough system
acceptance of this contract, at the City IT Department, to review the planning and progress
of the project. Contractor’s project manager shall attend all of these meetings. Contractor
shall respond promptly to any concerns raised by the City at the meetings.
18. New Equipment. Unless otherwise stated in the contract, any equipment supplied by
Contractor shall be new and unused.
19. Title to Software. Contractor shall only provide to the City software that it wholly owns or
software that it has full legal authorization of the actual owner to license to the City under
the terms of this contract.
20. ADA Web Accessibility. Contractor shall comply with all federal regulations on ADA
Web Accessibility, including the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 A and
AA.
21. Survival. The following terms survive the expiration or termination of this contract:
Licenses, Warranty, Source Code, Remote Disabling, Data Privacy and Security,
Confidentiality, and Advertising.
22. Ownership of Documents. All information supplied by the City under this contract remains
the sole property of the City. All materials (such as inventions, combinations, machines,
methods, formulae, techniques, processes, improvements, software designs, computer
programs, strategies, data, and original works of authorship) prepared by Contractor
specifically in performance of this contract become property of the City. Upon completion
of the task orders or termination of the contract, the Contractor shall promptly return to the
City all data supplied by the City still in Contractor’s possession, and Contractor shall turn
over to the City originals of all materials prepared specifically in performance of this contract,
in hard copy, electronic format, or both, as desired by the City. Contractor assigns to City the
copyrights to all work prepared, developed, or created under this contract, including the right
to: 1) reproduce the work; 2) prepare derivative works; 3) distribute copies to the public; and
4) display the work publicly.
23. Confidentiality. Contractor will hold confidential any information provided by the City
under this contract. Contractor will not disclose this information to any third party, during
or after the term of this contract, unless required to do so by valid court order or subpoena.
24. Data Privacy and Security. Contractor shall comply with all relevant federal, state, and local
laws and regulations on security and privacy. Contractor shall have and follow a disaster
recovery plan for cloud solution. Contractor shall only store and process City data within the
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continental United States. Contractor shall back up all City data daily to an offsite hardened
facility.
25. Data Breaches. With regard to any information provided by the City to Contractor,
Contractor shall comply with Code of Virginia § 18.2-186.6, which contains notification
requirements for individuals and entities who possess personal information of Virginia
residents and who reasonably believe that the personal information was accessed or acquired
by an unauthorized person or entity. In addition, Contractor shall immediately notify the City
of such a breach, permit the City to participate in the investigation of the breach, and permit
the City to make any notification required or permitted by law.
26. Advertising. Contractor will not make any news or advertising releases pertaining to this
contract for any purpose, specifically including use for marketing references, without advance
written permission from the City.
27. Uptime. Contractor warrants that the system (hardware and software) provided under this
contract will have 99.9% uptime per calendar month, except for scheduled maintenance
approved in advance by the City and emergency maintenance. Failure to maintain this uptime
is a material breach of the contract.

X. METHOD OF PAYMENT
Details regarding Invoices and Methods of Payment are discussed in Section VIII. General
Terms, K. Payments.
Payment
Percent when
Complete*

For All Phases

I

Contract Signature

20%

II

System Installation

20%

III

Completion of Training

20%

IV

System is in Live Production

20%

V

System Acceptance, anticipated 30 days after go live

20%

Total for all Phases

100%

*Based on acceptance of and signoff by the City Project Manager

XI. PRICING SCHEDULE
The Offeror shall provide detailed pricing in the Attachment B. Pricing Schedule and
submit the information in the Excel file provided.
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XII. ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A. System Requirements Worksheet
Attachment B. Pricing Schedule
Attachment C. Offeror Data Sheet
Attachment D. Proprietary/Confidential Information
Attachment E. State Corporation Commission Form
Attachment F. Certificate of No Collusion
Attachment G. Information Systems Access Policy
Attachment H. Nondisclosure and Confidentiality Agreement
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Attachment A: System Requirements
Desirability Scale:
(A) Critical - Functionality is absolutely necessary for the system to support current or planned City processes.
(B) Desired - Functionality is desired for the system; functionality may be a part of a long-term plan for business at the City.
Response Column:
Y=Yes
The current production release of the software provides this feature without modification.
N=No
This feature is not provided or planned.
Y/M=Modification at no cost
The system could be modified to provide this capability at no additional cost to the City.
M=Modification
The system could be modified to provide this capability. Please estimate the additional cost to the City in the 'extra cost column'.
F=Future Release
This feature is planned for inclusion in a scheduled future release
Please estimate the additional cost to the City in the 'extra cost column'. Please provide estimated release date.
Code Index:
Y=Yes
M=Modification at a cost
N=No
F=Future Release
Y/M=Modification at no cost

Activity Records

A
AR-1

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

COMMENTS

Activity data fields are to include all of the
following elements:
·
Activity number (Course Number)
·
Activity name
·
Season
·
Category
·
Sub-Category
·
Instructor
·
Location - Parent/Child
·
Staff Supervisor
·
Activity Status
·
Start and End Date
Start Date and time for resident,
non‑resident and member registration;
Registration deadline date/time
·
Minimum and maximum age by year
·
Minimum and maximum age by month
·
Minimum and maximum enrollment levels
·
Prerequisite activity
·
Text areas for catalog, receipt notes, and
internal staff notes, supply lists
·
Calculation and storage of all session dates,
times, and hours
·
Multiple activity fees per activity by defined
criteria
Multiple discounts by defined criteria

1

EXTRA COST

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER

A

REQUIREMENT

Activity Records

AR-2

A

AR-3

A

AR-4

A

AR-5

A

AR-6

A

AR-7

A

AR-8

A

AR-9

A

AR-10

A

COMMENTS

·
Class Descriptions for Parent and Child
activities (i.e. one description for overall day
camp, and one description for each individual
week of camp.)
·
Scholarship Information
The software supports entry of all data elements
defining an activity.
Define recreation activities by season (i.e.
trimester or annual)
Assign user-defined categories and sub-categories
to recreation activities.
Indicate level of proficiency necessary for
participation in recreation activities.
Assign a location including building and room in
which a recreational activity will meet.
Track clients waiting for a specific class or activity
(wait lists)
Ability to provide priority registration for
returning clients to the same activity in different
seasons/sessions.
Provide the ability to batch roll over programs and
duplicate existing courses
Assign the time of day and day of the week
recreational activities are to meet.
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EXTRA COST

A

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER

A

REQUIREMENT

Activity Records

AR-12

A

AR-13

A

AR-14

A

AR-15

A

AR-16

AR-17

AR-18

COMMENTS

Automatically indicate next client on the wait list
of oversubscribed classes in the event of a
cancellation or refund request by another client,
and reserve space automatically from waitlist,
with the ability to email the next client.
Maintain a description of all classes/activities
offered.
The system will denote each activity that has a
waiting list for easy identification when viewing
an activity list.
Allow the transfer of clients from one section,
class, or activity to another with similar or
different fees.
Provide the capability to manually override/adjust
any registration requirement or limit.

Identify activities that do not meet minimum
A registration limits and provide a mechanism to
easily cancel the activity from the same screen.
Provide an “instant” registration allowing for real
A time client registration and confirmation/receipt
emailing or printing.
The software will automatically calculate all
session meeting dates and generate a complete
A
list of all dates, total session meetings, and total
session hours and book the facility(ies).
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EXTRA COST

A

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
AR-11

REQUIREMENT

Activity Records

AR-20

A

AR-21

A

AR-22

B

AR-23

A

AR-24

A

COMMENTS

Special notes/prompts may be assigned to
individual activities; a special enrollment notes
screen will automatically appear during any
enrollment in the activity; special notes will print
on receipts.
A participant can be enrolled in multiple activities
without having to reselect or re-input the
participant’s name each time.
A browse list of activities in alphabetical order
would display multiple field information from the
courses.
The software must support the batch advance of
participants to the next age and/or grade level as
a function of the system.
System allows new enrollment, refunds,
adjustments, scholarships, transfers, wait list
entries, credits (refundable and non-refundable)
and voids.
System automatically checks for existence of
duplicate database entries when adding new
records, and, if found, displays an appropriate
warning message (e.g., “John Doe already exists.
Would you like to create this record anyway?”)
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EXTRA COST

A

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
AR-19

REQUIREMENT

Activity Records

AR-26

A

AR-27

A

AR-28

B

COMMENTS

Software allows for “retiring” of enrollment data
and rosters at the end of a season to allow for
easy setup of the software to handle the
upcoming season. Retired data is stored in a
historical file, and is accessible for marketing
purpose. (Retiring should not be done
automatically).
Software will allow for registration of participants
into activities offered in multiple seasons at the
same time, such as registration in both late
Summer and early Fall programs. Software does
not require one season to be closed before
starting another, allowing simultaneous operation
of multiple seasons.
Software operates simultaneously with and shares
data with the Internet registration module to
allow customers to register themselves into
activities via the web.
When interfacing with league scheduling, the
activity registration module can accept
enrollments into team sports activities and
automatically add players onto a league
scheduling team roster.
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EXTRA COST

A

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
AR-25

REQUIREMENT

Activity Records

AR-32
AR-33

AR-34

COMMENTS

When interfacing with facility reservation module,
the activity registration module will automatically
calculate all activity session meeting dates and
A
allow facilities to be scheduled and reserved as
new activities are entered.
System includes a designated function that is
A specific to group or mass registration, allowing a
large number to be registered quickly.
System will allow one person to purchase
programs at different price points. For example;
A an adult can purchase 3 adult tickets at $74 each
and 2 children tickets at $47 each for facility
admission.
Multiple instructors can be assigned to each
B
activity.
Software automatically checks and notifies the
A operator if there is a conflict with the attempt to
enroll a participant into an activity.
System tracks all of the following instructor
A
information:
A ·
Instructor Last Name
A ·
Instructor First Name
A ·
Address
A ·
Multiple Phone number(s) and email
·
Indication of whether phone numbers can
B
be released to students
B ·
Instructor ID number

6

EXTRA COST

AR-31

RESPONSE

AR-30

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
AR-29

REQUIREMENT

Activity Records

AR-38

AR-39

COMMENTS

B ·
Instructors skills
·
Instructor’s attributes; i.e.: certificates,
B
awards, etc.
·
Default type of payment, including fixed
A
fee, percentage, or variable fee
System will be able to track multiple waivers per
A
registration, including:
A ·
Waiver of Liability
A ·
Photo Release Waiver
Scanned copies of waivers, or verification of
electronic signature for online waivers, can be
A
attached to each registration. Waiver status can
be modified after the registration is completed.
System will be capable of capturing data via
custom forms (i.e. child information forms for
B
camp programs, etc.). Custom forms can be
developed by system administrators.
System allows for “no class” dates and
A automatically updates the activity, course, and
facility booking information.
Allow group registrations or multiple registrations
A for the same program linked to one client.
The software must accommodate skip days
A assigned to individual activities in addition to the
skip days assigned globally.

7

EXTRA COST

AR-37

RESPONSE

AR-36

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
AR-35

REQUIREMENT

Activity Records

AR-43
AR-44
AR-45
AR-46
AR-47

COMMENTS

Ability to merge individuals/families into one
A account, including all account history (payments,
registrations, memberships, etc.)
Shopping cart can be modified without having to
A
be emptied
Activities can be made viewable and/or available
A for registration at supervisor's request or
scheduled at a particular date/time
A Payee is not required to be part of "family" unit
Customizable field for verification of DOB, etc.
A
that is searchable and/or reportable
Manually and/or automatically merge duplicate
A
customers into a single record
System notifies program supervisor when activity
A
becomes full
System notifies supervisor when activity is ending A
prompt for instructor payment

8

EXTRA COST

AR-42

RESPONSE

AR-41

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
AR-40

REQUIREMENT

Client Records

COMMENTS

A Participant data fields include all of the following:
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
CR-1

CR-2
CR-3

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

· First name
· Last name
· Middle Initial
· Address
· Multiple fields for phone numbers including
area code
· Birthdate and auto-calculated age
· Residency status integrated with City GIS to
automatically validate entry
· Gender (Male, Female, AND Non-binary)
· Participant ID number
· Family or household ID number
· Denotation of head of household
· Customer balance
· Ability to freeze a customer account until
issues are resolved
· Customer/Account Type
· Text notes
· Email address(s)
· Participant photograph
· Email Communication Opt-Out
Software allows search on multiple fields
including the use of wildcard characters(s)
Track participant records by individual,
organization, and household.

1

EXTRA COST

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER

REQUIREMENT

Client Records

CR-7
CR-8
CR-9
CR-10
CR-11
CR-12
CR-13
CR-14
CR-15

COMMENTS

A Software is able to use the City's GIS to verify a
customer’s residency status and identify whether
they are a "resident" or "non-resident"
A System should have waivers with waiver
expiration date.
A Maintain participant liability waiver/release
history.
A Maintain participant history of classes and check
against any prerequisites for registration
A Maintain participant photo waiver/release
history.
A Maintain a participant history file with relevant
medical history information within the HIPPA
laws.
A Provide additional fields for recording
demographic information on participants.
A Maintain a participant history file with emergency
contact including name, telephone number, and
relation to client.
A Search for participants through use of bar
code/magnetic stripe scan from ID card.
A Allow storage of multiple addresses for a client.
A Support categorization of participant addresses
(i.e. mailing addresses, mother’s address, work
address, etc.)
A Allow special discounts for frequent or special
category participants.

2

EXTRA COST

CR-6

RESPONSE

CR-5

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
CR-4

REQUIREMENT

Client Records

COMMENTS

A Ability to apply payment to someone else’s
account (third-party payment).
A Ability for client to create an account online in
real time.
A Ability to set a date for all clients to be prompted
to update account info

3

EXTRA COST

CR-18

RESPONSE

CR-17

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
CR-16

REQUIREMENT

Desktop Publishing/Activity Promotion

COMMENTS

Provide the ability to custom-generate a report
B using embedded InDesign Markup Language tags,
including:
B · Activity and Course Title
B · Activity and Course Description
B · Course Number
B · Start and End Date and Time
B .
Registration start and end dates/times
B · Days of Week
B · Location (Facility and/or Room)
B · Direct URL for course registration
B · Instructor Name and profile
B · Instructor Credentials
Export should be to a text file, and have the ability
B
to be customized.
Software will export activity data into a file for use
with InDesign desktop publishing program for the
B
production of an activity guide, course catalog, or
activity flyers.
Provide the ability to export email addresses by
B account type (family, business, league contact),
including:
B · Email Address
B · Last Name
B · First Name
B · Account ID Number

1

EXTRA COST

DP-3

RESPONSE

DP-2

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
DP-1

REQUIREMENT

Desktop Publishing/Activity Promotion

COMMENTS

The export should be to a CSV file. The export
B should be able to be filtered by any type of data
captured in the system.

2

EXTRA COST

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER

REQUIREMENT

Facility Reservations

FR-1

Facility data fields are to include all of the
following elements:
Facility Code/ID
Facility Name
Center/Complex
Address
Day and evening phone
Staff Supervisor
Facility type
Area default usage type (hourly or daily)
Opening and closing times

A

Overlapping facilities and facility attributes

A
A
A
A
A

Text Facility notes
Facility and field "skip dates"
Default Use permit/contract disclaimer
Custom contract form to use
Minimum reservation time, in minutes
Denotation of whether facility is open 24
hours per day
Alternate contact
Alternate contact information (telephone
number)
Closure information (holidays,
maintenance, etc.)

A
A
A
A

COMMENTS

1

EXTRA COST

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER

A

REQUIREMENT

Facility Reservations

COMMENTS

Software allows entry and management of
multiple centers, facility types, and facilities.
A
Software can search for facilities based on any
one or combination of parameters.
The software will automatically accept field and
facility reservations as new activities are created
A
without requiring any duplicate or additional
entry.
The software will automatically accept field and
facility reservations as new league schedules are
created without requiring any duplicate or
additional entry. Software will also allow the
B
League Scheduling module to access field and
facility reservation data so that it will create new
schedules and "schedule around" any field dates
and times already reserved or already in use.

FR-5

A

FR-6

A

FR-7

A

FR-8

A

The software must accommodate individual skip
days for each Center and Facility in addition to
those days assigned globally.
Software able to provide security level restriction
for booking facilities.
Software allows for user definable periodic
retirement of old reservation data. Retired data is
stored permanently in a historical file, and is
accessible for marketing purposes.
Software will allow reservations to be processed
for up to 3 years in the future.

2

EXTRA COST

FR-4

RESPONSE

FR-3

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
FR-2

REQUIREMENT

Facility Reservations

FR-12

FR-13

FR-14

COMMENTS

The software allows for the tracking of
A equipment/item inventory within each facility,
center, and across facilities and centers.
Any staff with the appropriate access may enter a
A
facility reservation.
Software allows for default charges to be entered
A for facility types and customer types. Charges can
also be designated for individual facilities.
A Software enables all of the following:
A
Entry of new reservations
A
Generation of permit contracts
A
Generation of payment receipts
A
Prevention of facility double-booking
Book a rental at a time a program has
A
space reserved
A
Generation of customer set-up forms
Software allows multiple facilities to be rented by
a single customer in one step, without requiring
A
multiple permits/contracts or duplicate data
entry.
Software provides a user-configurable onscreen
scheduling calendar, which displays existing
A
reservations and allows "point and click" selection
(via mouse) of new dates and times to reserve.

3

EXTRA COST

FR-11

RESPONSE

FR-10

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
FR-9

REQUIREMENT

Facility Reservations

FR-18

A

FR-21

Software will search and display for multi-day or
multi-facility reservations.
The software will allow attachment of one or
more user-definable Condition of Use text boxes
A along with each reservation that is processed. The
disclaimer text will appear on permit contracts
which are produced.
The software will allow reservations to be
processed for individuals, companies, or both. If a
A
company is used, the software will allow entry of
contact person(s).
Software to track event name and number of
persons attending for each reservation. After the
A
reservation is completed, the event name is
displayed in the scheduling calendar.

4

EXTRA COST

FR-17

FR-20

COMMENTS

On-screen scheduling calendar is userconfigurable by view by day, by week, or by
A month at a glance. Time increments in the
scheduling calendar may be set as low as 15
minute increments up to 2hr increments.
Software handles 24 hours, overnight, and
A
multiple day reservations.
Software allows searching for unique keywords
within specific facilities, such as searching meeting
A
rooms by also being able to specify that the
desired room must have a cable TV hookup, etc.

FR-19

RESPONSE

FR-16

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
FR-15

REQUIREMENT

Facility Reservations

FR-23

A

FR-24

A

FR-25

A

FR-26

A

A
A
FR-27

A
A
A
A

COMMENTS

Software to nofiy a user or participant if there is a
conflict with the time attempted to reserve.
Software must produce reservation contracts on
demand or printed in batches.
Software allows reservation contracts to be
emailed and printed as PDF files.
Software allows reservation inquiry by person,
organization, company or facility name, and
provides printed reports or onscreen review of all
reservations
Software produces a reservation master report,
including all fo the following options and data
elements:
All reservations for a specific center
All reservations for a specific facility,
meeting room, or ball field
All reservations for a specific date range
All reservations for a specific customer
Combinations of the above

5

EXTRA COST

FR-22

Software to allow entry and storage of standard
set-up instructions, which can be individually
stored and customized for each type of facility.
A When a reservation is processed, the software will
allow attachment of standard setup instructions,
and also allow entry of specialized or custom setup instructions by way of text or PDF attachment.

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER

REQUIREMENT

Facility Reservations

FR-29

Software to produce a facility event set-up report
for the maintenance staff, which includes all
facility use for a selected date range, and includes
A
all setup instructions and/or attachments. Facility
set-up report and instructions and/or
attachments must be available mobily.

FR-30

A

FR-31

Software will eliminate charges associated with an
A individual reservation due to rain-out but
maintain the reservation on the facility calendar.

FR-32

Ability to create waitlist when the desired time
block is not available. This list should not require
A
payment or full rental detail; it should only record
name, phone number, date/time, and facility.

FR-33

System should allow for accounting separation of
damage deposit and down payments. The two are
A
often handled differently and it would be easier to
track.

COMMENTS

Software allows existing permit contracts to be
recalled for editing and changes.

6

EXTRA COST

FR-28

Software produces graphical usage calendars, in
monthly, weekly, and daily format. These
A calendars can be printed or viewed on-screen.
Usage calendars should include reservations,
activities, leagues, and administrative bookings.

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER

REQUIREMENT

Facility Reservations

FR-35

COMMENTS

Software allows existing permit contracts to be
sorted by event date or chronologically.
Software will allow rental contracts to be
A
modified.

7

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY
A

RESPONSE

NUMBER
FR-34

REQUIREMENT

Financial Processing

FP-2

A

FP-3

A

FP-4

A

FP-5

A

FP-6

A

FP-7

A

FP-8

A

FP-9

A

FP-10

A

FP-11

A

COMMENTS

System should interface with PayPal Gateway and
Payment Processor for all payments types
Flag accounts with problems, (i.e. missing records,
balances due, etc.)
Multiple transactions can be combined to a single
receipt, such as combining a new enrollment, a
refund, and a transfer onto a single receipt to
meet overall POS needs.
Allows for multiple customization of receipt
format. Different sites have different receipt
formatting needs and different logos
Software allows designated fields to be
mandatory to fill out.
Provide the ability to reprint current receipts and
easily search historical receipts and reprint or
email them.
Provide the ability to email receipts.
Software must support the assignment of
multiple fees for each activity and the ability to
assign each fee to a different revenue
account/multiple revenue accounts.
Software can interface to and automatically
trigger a cash drawer and a receipt printer.
Software can maintain an audit log of automatic
and manual cash drawer operations.
Software will produce customer invoices.

1

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY
B

RESPONSE

NUMBER
FP-1

REQUIREMENT

Financial Processing

FP-13

A

FP-14

A

FP-15

A

FP-16

A

FP-17

A

FP-18

A

FP-19

A

FP-20

A

FP-21

A

COMMENTS

Software automatically calculates the cost of
activities as participants enroll including
calculating pro-rated fees for missed sessions.
These fees may be overridden with proper
security/authorization.
Software allows deposit to be accepted for
activities, including partial payment at the time of
enrollment and later collection of the remaining
balance.
If a partial payment is received, software will
allow and automatically create a payment plan for
the customer. Payment plan can be manually
overridden.
A customer account management and accounts
receivable system is included to track customer
balances and provide reports for all payments
coming due or past due.
Prompt the user when over or under payment
occurs.
System will track and record deposits from
activities, memberships, rentals, and leagues.
Prepare periodic billing for activities, rentals, and
memberships with balances.
Integrated credit card processing with EMV
standards.
Print client payment history.
Allow billings to be split between individuals
and/or group and in different forms/bills

2

EXTRA COST

A

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
FP-12

REQUIREMENT

Financial Processing

COMMENTS

Allow for refund processing of activity
A registrations, rental league, memberships, and
deposits.
Allow both refundable and non-refundable credits
A
on client accounts.
Ability to create, generate, and track scholarships,
A family discounts, variable discounts, etc.

FP-25

A

FP-26

A

FP-27

A

FP-28

A

Allow for entry of rental charge data into a facility
rental price list. The price list will be used
automatically to price charge new reservations,
including hourly charges and deposits. New
charges include fees for deposits, rental,
customer type, facility use type, scaled fees,
group size, date/time of use, and appropriate
facility charges.
Software must track revenue by room/facility or
other user-defined subset.
Facility rental prices list allows unique charges for
each facility and variable charges based on
customer types such as resident, non-resident,
profit, non-profit. Software will allow entry of
multiple customer types.
Facility rental prices list entries to include
identification and handling of deposits. The
system will automatically generate a list of
deposits to be refunded unless withheld for
damage or other reasons.

3

EXTRA COST

FP-24

RESPONSE

FP-23

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
FP-22

REQUIREMENT

Financial Processing

FP-31

Ability to generate multiple taxes and also
process tax exempt.
Software must track income and revenue for each
module’s package type, broken down by
A
individual fee charged, adjustments, and net
revenue.
Describe how your system meets PCI compliance.
A

FP-32

A

FP-30

FP-33
FP-34

FP-35

FP-36

FP-37

COMMENTS

System is able to apply multiple GL accounts to
any POS, activity, rental, membership or league.
Set up of an unearned/deferred revenue account
A
is required.
System should be configurable to limit the
A number of users who can flag GL accounts as
taxable or non-taxable.
Auditors should be able to trace every transaction
A back to its source within the system.
Ability for Accounting divisions within Finance to
A have read-only access to account/master data
setup.
Invoice search fields include but are not limited
to: dollar amount, customer number/account,
A
customer name, account type, account number,
street address, invoice date

4

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY
A

RESPONSE

NUMBER
FP-29

REQUIREMENT

Financial Processing

FP-41

FP-42

FP-43
FP-44

COMMENTS

Ability to override a transaction when a
completed transaction needs to be modified. A
report that details all overrides over a userA defined period of time (by user, terminal, date
transaction overridden). Configuration to require
high security level users to override transactions.
Automated General Ledger Interface to
A Tyler/Munis (AR/GL Exports, Refunds) is required.
Please describe how your system interfaces with
A accounts receivable and the general ledger
system.
Please describe how your system interfaces
to/from multiple existing systems at the detailed
A transaction level, including but not limited to
Tyler/Munis, (AR/GL exports, refunds).
“End of the Day” button or automated process
that ensures transactions for the day are reset or
A committed and cannot be modified by cashiers
(with option to reset per terminal, location, by
user, or any combination thereof).
Check endorsement, receipt, credit card
B
swiping/chipping devices.
Software is compatible with new EMV terminal
A
chip and pin/chip and sign technology.

5

EXTRA COST

FP-40

RESPONSE

FP-39

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
FP-38

REQUIREMENT

Financial Processing

FP-48

COMMENTS

Describe how your system stores credit card
A information for future online payments and how
that credit card data is protected.
Software is compatible with printers capable of
B endorsing checks with “Electronically Presented”.
The system can issue refunds electronically to the
original credit card for any type of payment that
A originated with the system (deposits, etc.) prior to
credit card batch being closed out in software.
Please describe how your system stores sensitive
customer data (e.g. birth date, credit card data)
A
and how your system restricts access to this data.

System shall accommodate cash basis, modifiedaccrual, and other accounting methods.
System should incorporate Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP), as it relates to
FP-50 A Governmental Standards, in all modules. This
includes, but is not limited to, internal controls,
audit trail, revenue tracking, etc.
Software is compatible with printers capable of
FP-51 A
endorsing checks.
Authorized users are able to run end of day
deposit reports for each terminal (summarized
FP-52 A
and detailed), categorized by payment methods,
users, and location.
FP-49

A

6

EXTRA COST

FP-47

RESPONSE

FP-46

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
FP-45

REQUIREMENT

Financial Processing

FP-54

A

FP-55

A

FP-56

A

FP-57

A

FP-58

A

FP-59

A

FP-60

A

FP-61

A

FP-62

B

FP-63

A

FP-64

Describe how your system triggers a due-date
reminder for payment plans. If these reminders
A generate an email to the customer, describe how
your system prevents customers from replying to
that email with credit card information.

COMMENTS

Chart of Accounts format must allow for 14
characters
Ability to process refunds individually or in
batches.
Ability to charge administrative fees for
cancellations, withdrawals, and/or transfers.
Ability to process prorated refunds.
Ability to handle single payments for multiple
transactions.
Ability to link payments to specific receivables.
Ability to perform a global fee adjustment for an
entire course or program, such as for rain-outs or
class cancellations
Describe how your system would transfer
collected revenues to the City's bank account.
Ability to enter credit/debit card payment
information and approval code manually.
Ability to prohibit the entering of credit/debit
card payment information manually.
Payment plans may be paid early or ahead of
scheduled payment date with no difficulty.

7

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY
A

RESPONSE

NUMBER
FP-53

REQUIREMENT

General

COMMENTS

Proposed software is currently installed and
operating at other customer locations in the
A
United States with the proposed modules and
configurations.
Facility reservation software will generate league
scheduling based on existing field usage and
B
reservations to ensure there are no conflicts.

GN-3

A

GN-4

B

GN-5

A

GN-6

A

All software modules may operate independently
and have the ability to share common data for
participants and other vendors’ software
modules.
A printed user manual must be provided with the
software in addition to online context sensitive
help.
Software allows entry of global skip days, such as
Christmas day. These skip days will apply to all
software modules but may be overridden
manually with proper security/authorization.
Software offers security features to grant/deny
access to software functions for each user to the
menu level. System provides user definable
security supporting the restriction of access to
system functions at the screen and function level.

1

EXTRA COST

RESPONSE

GN-2

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
GN-1

REQUIREMENT

General

GN-10

GN-11
GN-12

COMMENTS

Information included in common data files, such
as address, telephone number, etc. can be
updated, changed, or deleted entirely from within
A each individual software module. This information
can also be updated without entering any of the
software modules through the use of account or
client module.
The software allows entry of a table that includes
all pertinent zip or postal codes, and the
corresponding city. During enrollment, the staff
may enter a client’s zip code, and the software
A
will pre-fill the corresponding city name
automatically. This table must be used by all
software modules used in the system for this type
of information.
System provides test and or training environment
to sample data to demonstrate the functions
A
available and aid in learning the new system.
Software can operate individually, or operate
simultaneously and share data with “companion”
B
software modules to provide an integrated
solution.
System must have mechanism to list staff and
A
instructors.
System peripheral devices are as small and quiet
B as possible (e.g., receipt printers, cameras, card
printers).

2

EXTRA COST

GN-9

RESPONSE

GN-8

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
GN-7

REQUIREMENT

General

GN-14

A

GN-15

B

GN-16

A

GN-17

A

GN-18

B

GN-19

A

GN-20

A

COMMENTS

System is set up to allow for dashboard
functionality that is easy to set up.
System is able to utilize a variety of social media
outlets for marketing.
Mechanism in place to transfer credits and
outstanding balances from old system to the new
system.
System is able to set up email reminders for a
determined time for programs, personal trainer,
tennis or tee times, etc.
System must be compatible with PC based
cameras and membership card printers.
Software needs to provide workflow management
to include getting approvals from inter- and intradepartmental approvers.
Web-based with mobile capability that allows
users to view facility and activity reservations with
proper login credentials from smart phones or
tablets.
System will email roster/enrollment numbers to
instructors at pre-defined lead times for programs

3

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY
A

RESPONSE

NUMBER
GN-13

REQUIREMENT

Hosted Server

S-2

A

S-3

A

S-4
S-5
S-6

A
A
A

S-7

A

S-8

A

S-9

A

S-10

A

S-11

A

S-12

A

S-13

A

S-14

A

COMMENTS

EXTRA COST

A

Is your environment Single or Multi-Tenant? If
multi-tenant, how do you ensure segregation of
client data? Does the City have any input with the
decision?
Where are the hosting sites located?
Who owns the datacenters? Who manages the
data centers? What is the network bandwidth and
carrier?
What is your tier level?
Is the datacenter SSAE16 Certified?
Is the data center PCI Level 1 Certified?
What type of security audits does the datacenter
perform? How often?
Across how many data centers would the service
be hosted?
Does the hosting environment have access to
backup power when primary power goes out of
service?
Hosting sites and IPs must be located within the
continental United States.
How often do you test the backup power to
ensure it is working properly?
Should a data center become unavailable, how
would this affect our service?
Is there a fail over site where data is replicated?
Where and who owns it?
Do you publish a standard Service Level
Agreement? If so, please provide.

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
S-1

REQUIREMENT

Hosted Server

S-16

A

S-17

B

S-18

A

S-19

A

S-20

A

S-21
S-22
S-23
S-24
S-25

A
A
A
A
A

S-26

A

S-27

A

S-28

A

What happens if the SLA falls below specified
target?
What is your application availability as a
percentage?
The solution should provide for periodic
downloads of data to our in-house servers. Please
describe how the proposed download process
works.
Please describe the processes required for
application integration.
Provide the ability to encrypt the data in
transmission and at rest.
Provide specified turnaround times to repair the
system and implement any periodic changes,
upgrades, or patches.
What are the scheduled maintenance windows?
Explain any data storage limitations.
Describe system scalability, either up or down.
How is system monitored?
What is the database platform?
How often are backups performed and where are
they stored?
Please describe the disaster recovery process.
Is full application support available with your
hosted service?

COMMENTS

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY
A

RESPONSE

NUMBER
S-15

REQUIREMENT

League Scheduling

LS-4

LS-5

LS-6

LS-7

COMMENTS

The software must accommodate individual skip
B days for each league schedules in addition to
those skip days defined globally.
Software to track categories, such as softball, and
B allow multiple schedules to be produced for each
category.
Software to track team data, including team
B name, manager name and address, and any time
restrictions when teams cannot play.
Software must be capable of creating schedules
B without relying on pre-existing scheduling
templates.
Software must be able to read data on existing
fields reservations and create new schedules
around any times currently reserved. If a time is
B reserved, the software must attempt to schedule
the next available time that day or the next game
day if the time exceeds the hours of operation for
the facility.
After a schedule is produced, the software will
automatically create field reservations in the
B
facility reservation module without duplicate data
entry.
Software must be capable of producing schedules
based upon a user-specified number of round
B
robins and a user-specified number of weeks.

1

EXTRA COST

LS-3

RESPONSE

LS-2

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
LS-1

REQUIREMENT

League Scheduling

COMMENTS

Software must allow the user to specify the
number of times per week a team will play up to
B the maximum number identified game days per
week. The software will then use this information
in scheduling the league.
Software must use time restrictions entered for
each team to prevent automatic scheduling of
games during these restricted time slots.
B
However, the system must include a mechanism
for manually overriding these restrictions with
proper security/authorization.
Software must allow the user definition of
multiple time-slots for each play day of the week,
B
such as 6, 7, 8 and 9PM on Monday evenings.

LS-11

B

LS-12

B

LS-13

B

LS-14

B

Software must be capable of automatically
scheduling dissimilar times on different and
multiple days of the week, such as only 7pm on
Mondays, but also 1, 2, 3 or 4pm on Saturdays.
Software must be capable of automatically
scheduling double headers and bi’s.
Software to create schedules for as few as 3 and
up to 99 teams.
If double headers have been specified, the
software must allow the user to choose whether
or not to schedule the double headers back to
back.

2

EXTRA COST

LS-10

RESPONSE

LS-9

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
LS-8

REQUIREMENT

League Scheduling

B
LS-15

B
B
B

LS-16

B

LS-17

B

LS-18

B

COMMENTS

Software must automatically balance schedules
and offer the following balancing methods:
· Balance time slots evenly for each team.
· Balance time slots evenly for each team, with
no time slot gaps.
· Balance sites/fields assignments evenly.
· Balance sites/fields assignments evenly, with
no time slot gaps.
· Balance sites and time slots evenly for each
team.
Software must be capable of creating schedules
using a single field or multiple fields.
When automatically creating a schedule, the
software must identify conflicts that cannot be
resolved by the system. The user must then be
permitted to manually resolve the scheduling
conflicts.
The software must include an on-screen
customization feature, which displays the entire
schedule and all pairings, and allows the user to
make changes to existing schedules. If changes
are made, the software must automatically detect
and prevent corruption of the schedules such as
double scheduling of games and double
scheduling of fields.

3

EXTRA COST

B

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER

B

REQUIREMENT

League Scheduling

COMMENTS

The software must allow scheduling of
umpires/referees automatically but make it
B
possible for the user with the appropriate access
to manually override any assignments.
Software uses an algorithm-based scheduling
B
method.
Software to produce all of the following reports:
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

LS-22

B

LS-23

B
B
B

· Numbered pairing schedule
· Team name pairing schedule
· Individual team schedule
· Game distribution report
· Site distribution report
· Time distribution report
· Team vs. Team distribution report
· League ranking report
· League box scores report
Software must track scores and standings,
allowing entry of scores after games have been
completed.
The software must accommodate scheduling
track and field events
Activities can be designated as team sports, such
as soccer. When identified as a team sport
activity, the software will:
· Automatically track player and team names
during the enrollment process

4

EXTRA COST

LS-21

RESPONSE

LS-20

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
LS-19

REQUIREMENT

League Scheduling

COMMENTS

· Track the maximum number of players per
team and prevent over-enrollment
· Automatically assign players to teams if desired
B
by staff
· Produce activity rosters that are sorted in
B
order by teams and players
B · Allow manual override of team assignments
· Allow players to be transferred between teams
B
B

LS-24

B
B
B
LS-25

B

LS-26

B

LS-27

B

LS-28

B

· Allow user to select team/school/coach
preference
· Participant Health issues
· Ask for T-shirt Size (or similar) field
customizable
Software must have a mechanism to generate
suspensions for teams or individuals.
Software must allow user-definable scoring
methods in addition to the standard scoring
methods. An example would be awarding points
for sportsmanship.
System must allow for referees, coaches, and
team members to access information about their
team, league, practice and game schedules,
playoffs, etc., and attach a Code of Conduct for
all.
System must allow for online display of team,
league, practice, and game schedules, playoffs,
standings, etc.

5

EXTRA COST

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER

REQUIREMENT

Mailing List

ML-2

A

ML-3

A
A

ML-4

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

ML-5

A

ML-6

B

COMMENTS

Software supports the creation and tracking of an
unlimited number of mailing lists.
Mailing labels and email lists can be produced for
any individual or combination of rosters.
Mailing labels and email lists can be produced for
all or groups of instructors.
Mailing labels and email lists can be generated to
capture:
· Participants
· Specific city or combination
· Specific zip code or combination
· Resident or non-resident status
· Age
· User Group
· Season
· Gender
· Specific activity or combination
· Last registration date
· Activity wait list status
· Combinations of above
The system must provide a mechanism for
individuals to opt out from all mailing lists, while
still retaining an email address in the system.
Software must allow an unlimited number of
mailing lists to be associated with a facility,
registration, membership, or league scheduling.

1

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY
A

RESPONSE

NUMBER
ML-1

REQUIREMENT

Mailing List

ML-10

COMMENTS

Software must allow mailing lists to be exported
A to a comma-delimited format with the following
fields:
A · Last Name
A · First Name
A · Email Address
A · Participant ID Number
A · Mailing List Name
A · User-definable field(s)
Mailing list functionality (i.e. ability to access
A email functionality, etc.) must be able to be
restricted based on user security permissions.
A Mail merge allows for attachments.
Person sending mail merge can receive same
A email (or confirmation email) for verification
purposes.

2

EXTRA COST

ML-9

RESPONSE

ML-8

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
ML-7

REQUIREMENT

Master Records

Maintain a master listing of all facilities available
A for class activities, including a description,
address, and directions.

MR-2

Maintain a master list of all rooms within a
A facility, including occupancy limits, equipment
assigned to that facility, and description of room.

MR-3
MR-4

Maintain a master listing of instructor profiles,
A including address, telephone number(s), and
certifications/ qualifications.
Maintain a master listing of all participants and
A
family account information.

MR-5

B Maintain a master listing of all leagues and teams.

MR-6

B Maintain a master listing of all memberships.
Maintain a master listing of classes/activities,
A
including detailed descriptions.
Ability to revise notes, comments, etc., for each
A
activity by season.

MR-7
MR-8
MR-9

COMMENTS

A

Ability to update/revise master listings seasonally
for any circumstances related to that season.

1

EXTRA COST

MR-1

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER

REQUIREMENT

Membership

M-2

B

M-3

B

M-4

B

M-5

B

M-6

B

M-7

B

M-8

B

M-9

B

COMMENTS

Membership data fields are to include all of the
following elements:
· Membership package number
· Membership package name
· Variety of membership package fees
· Discount
· Maximum number of uses
· Daily pass ID
· Package Description
Software allows memberships to be renewed
using the same/prior pass numbers. Software
supports use of existing membership cards and
barcodes without re-issue (front desk or online).
When card is scanned, the software records the
visit and brings up a picture of the cardholder to
verify identity.
Software shows credits and refunds of
memberships.
Software handles sales of daily passes
Software allows pass numbers to be assigned to a
customer either at the time of sale or at a later
time.
Software allows multiple memberships on a single
card.
Software supports use of bar code scanning.
Software supports manual keyboard input
member information in case of scanner failure.

1

EXTRA COST

M-1

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER

B

REQUIREMENT

Membership

Software is compatible with creating membership
B cards with barcodes, using equipment that is
either in place or optionally available.

M-11

B

M-12

When the bar code reader scans a membership
B card, it automatically verifies the card to be valid
and updates the member’s attendance record.

M-13

B

M-14

B

M-15

B

M-16

B

M-17

B

M-18

B Ability to generate membership renewal notices.

M-19

B

COMMENTS

Software is capable of interfacing with
identification card production systems.

Software produces a visual and audio warning if a
scanned membership card is invalid.
Software supports single membership for family
on multiple cards. Each member’s visit would be
recorded, regardless of the card used against the
single membership.
Membership module able to interface with future
access control systems to unlock doors to certain
area (staff specified) when ID card barcode is
scanned (ex: gate kicker)
Ability to generate membership usage statistics,
including number of memberships sold
System handles punch card memberships

Ability to verify and add clients to “membership”
file.

2

EXTRA COST

M-10

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER

REQUIREMENT

Membership

M-21

B

M-22

B

M-23

B

M-24

B

M-25

B

M-26

B

M-27

B Ability to compare period(s) with previous year(s).

M-28

B

M-29

COMMENTS

Ability to set up any validity length (e.g. 3 months,
1 year, etc.).
Ability to restrict validity to certain days, times,
etc. (e.g. prime-time, non prime-time, weekends
only, etc.).
Ability to restrict validity to a certain facility or
group of facilities
Ability to handle a number of validity options
including a fixed number of days (e.g. valid for the
next 90 days) as well as fixed date ranges (e.g.
Sept. 1 to Dec. 31).
Ability to restrict use to customers within certain
age ranges (e.g. between 13 and 18, over 18,
etc.).
Ability to assign memberships and passes to
individuals, families, and organizations.
Ability to generate membership pass usage
statistics – daily, monthly, quarterly, yearly
breakdowns.

System has full barcoding/magnetic stripe
scanning capability.
Barcode/magnetic stripe scanning retrieves
B customer information instantly. No manual search
is required.

3

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY
B

RESPONSE

NUMBER
M-20

REQUIREMENT

Membership

M-33

COMMENTS

System handles, if desired, all aspects of the card
production process, including maintaining
B customer data, capturing digital images, encoding
magnetic stripes and/or smart cards, and physical
printing of the cards themselves on site.
List reports associated with Membership
B Management. (Attach additional sheet entitled:
“Membership Management, M-31”)
Ability to send automated email notifications for
B
payments due.
B Allows for manual override on memberships

4

EXTRA COST

M-32

RESPONSE

M-31

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
M-30

REQUIREMENT

On Screen Viewing

A

Provide on-screen viewing for historical record of
client registrations and financial information.

SV-2

A Provide on-screen viewing of course descriptions.

SV-3

A

SV-4

A

SV-5

A

SV-6

A

SV-7

A

SV-8

A

SV-9

A

SV-10

A

SV-11

A

SV-12

A

COMMENTS

Provide on-screen viewing of instructor profile
information.
Provide on-screen viewing of multiple activities
simultaneously.
Provide on-screen viewing of historical record of
any transaction previously generated.
Provide on-screen view of participation
reports/statistics.
Provide on-screen viewing of reports, including
financial reports.
Ability to query on screen and view results
without having to export
Provide on-screen viewing of transaction receipt
records.
Provide on-screen viewing of class/ activity
rosters.
User definable sort order for online viewing of
class/activity lists.
During enrollment, the receipt number is
displayed on screen for recording on customer’s
check even if the receipt is not printed.

1

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY

SV-1

RESPONSE

NUMBER

REQUIREMENT

On Screen Viewing

SV-14

A

SV-15

B

SV-16

A

COMMENTS

All reports may be printed and/or viewed onscreen. If viewed on-screen, a zoom feature is
provided to enable closer examination of the
report.
Software allows inquiry by participant’s name,
and on screen review of all registered activities
(current and historic) and the current balance of
the participant’s account.
Provide inventory count sheets that display a
current inventory that reduces when reservations
are accepted.
System tracks/maintains inventory counts and
prompts when inventory is below a pre-defined
level

2

EXTRA COST

A

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
SV-13

REQUIREMENT

Point of Sale

POS-4

POS-5
POS-6
POS-7

POS-8

POS-9

COMMENTS

Software has the ability to calculate and track
A customer balances, accept customer payments on
account.
Software has the ability to post adjustments to a
A
customer’s account balance.
Software allows collection of payments by cash,
A check, credit card, gift certificate, or from account
if the customer has a credit balance.
Ability to make a POS purchase without creating
an account. Access for non-client transactions;
A
i.e., donations, facility daily admissions, Visitors
Center sales
Incomplete payments can be accepted including
A “split” payments with part from a different tender,
part from account, etc.
System is able to apply multiple GL accounts to
A
any POS button.
System is able to configure shortcut/function keys
A on screen that map to specific transaction types
and business rule for processing.
System allows online payment of services;
currently due and advance payment, 24/7/365;
A
and payments posted to the interfaced system as
a completed transaction.
POS functionality will include mobile application
integration and meet all current PCI, NFC (near
A
field communication) technology (i.e., Apple pay
or Google wallet) and EMV standards.

1

EXTRA COST

POS-3

RESPONSE

POS-2

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
POS-1

REQUIREMENT

Point of Sale

POS-13
POS-14
POS-15

POS-16

POS-17

POS-18

COMMENTS

Credit card reader allows customer to enter their
B email address if they prefer to have their receipt
emailed to them.
Point of Sale (POS) module provides full cash
A register/point of sale functionality (e.g. system
can fully replace cash register).
POS buttons and associated functionality are
A configurable per terminal and other functional
groupings.
Software allows offline transactions when
A network is down, to automatically upload when
network is back up.
With proper authorization, user can correct, void
A
an item, and/or cancel a transaction.
Ability to enter over/short amounts to balance
A
daily deposit.
POS is fully integrated with other system modules.
(e.g. taking a payment for a program
A
automatically opens the POS module and pulls the
balance forward.)
POS and other modules have access to the same
account balance. (e.g., parent can put a $200
A
credit on account and the registrant can use that
credit through POS.)
Ability to record and track a variety of sales
transactions including carriage rides, trolley rides,
A
retail sales (e.g. t-shirt, sports equipment, etc.),
membership sales, rental charges, etc.

2

EXTRA COST

POS-12

RESPONSE

POS-11

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
POS-10

REQUIREMENT

Point of Sale

POS-20

POS-21

POS-22
POS-23
POS-24
POS-25
POS-26

POS-27

POS-28

COMMENTS

Items can be set-up as a specific price (PLU) or as
an open price (department)
A pop-up prompt can be assigned to a POS
A individual item to ask a specific question and
record the response.
A drop-in item (e.g. adult swim) can be tagged as
an attendance item. This attendance can be
A reported on individually or as a consolidated
attendance report for programs, rentals,
memberships and drop- ins.
Ability to record and calculate taxes by
A
commodity.
Ability to supply customers with itemized receipts.
A
Receipts are numbered in order to allow for the
A identification of transactions and provide a full
audit trail.
A Ability to assign particular sales to preset keys.
Ability to display cash transactions including
A
balance owing and change to be returned.
Cashiers have the ability to use different terminals
in a given day and the transactions specific to a
A user are accumulated as one total for the day.
Similarly, the number of users on a single register
is not limited.
Ability to update programming centrally (e.g. for
A pricing changes, tax changes, changes to product
mix, etc.).

3

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY
A

RESPONSE

NUMBER
POS-19

REQUIREMENT

Point of Sale

POS-32
POS-33

System accommodates reporting on a centralized
basis (e.g. system-wide totals) as well as on a local
A
basis (e.g. totals for a particular station only).
Ability to print a detailed transaction record (e.g.
traditionally through a second tape).
Ability to summarize transactions, payment type,
A
general ledger account, location.
A Ability to track non-revenue admissions.
Prints customer itemized and numbered receipts.
A
A

POS-37

A Provides breakdown of payment method used.
POS module accommodates multiple payment
A methods including cash, checks, debit/credit
cards, gift cards, coupons, etc.
System includes locking cash drawers including
A automatically opening them when a particular
transaction is completed.
System can utilize two cash drawers connected to
A the same terminal and assigned to different users.

POS-38

A

POS-34
POS-35

POS-36

POS-39
POS-40
POS-41

COMMENTS

System can print UPC/SKU/barcode labels for
items.
A Touch screen functionality available.
A Parent Lookup lists available.
System can scan UPC/SKU/Bar codes already on
A
products

4

EXTRA COST

POS-31

RESPONSE

POS-30

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
POS-29

REQUIREMENT

Point of Sale

POS-43
POS-44

COMMENTS

POS module accommodates multiple 'stores' that
are independent of each other
POS items can be created in advance and made
A
available for sale on a specific date
Ability to restrict certain items (e.g. trolley tours)
A
to a specific number of tickets and times

5

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY
A

RESPONSE

NUMBER
POS-42

REQUIREMENT

Reports and Printing

R-4
R-5

COMMENTS

A Please provide a listing of standard reports.
Provides a user friendly on-line query /ad-hoc
A reporting tool with full math and logic capabilities
and ability to save for future use
Please provide information on what reports can
A be created and/or what fields are able to be
selected for customizable report development.
Please provide a listing of reports that your
A
existing customers utilize.
A Please describe how you secure access to reports.

1

EXTRA COST

R-3

RESPONSE

R-2

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
R-1

REQUIREMENT

Technical
The vendor will also provide a technical architecture diagram(s) documenting the key components of the solution and their inter-relationships.
The vendor will document any exceptions to the requirements and compatibility stated in the Technical Environment section.

T-4
T-5
T-6
T-7
T-8
T-9
T-10

T-11

COMMENTS

A Utilize a user-friendly user interface
Please describe the system's ablity to be
A
configured, modified and enhanced
B User configurable menus, fields and screens.
Provide a flexible and secure security
A management process for assigning privileges and
rights.
Provide a full password security process based on
A
roles and groups
Multiple security/limited view levels that include
A group, role-based or user access (view, modify,
report)
Granularity exists in user security (i.e. page, table,
A
field level).
The system should allow an administrator to
A
suspend an ID from future usage.
User access can be integrated with Microsoft
A
Active Directory
Application provides for application and data
A integration via methods such as Web Services,
REST.
Systems should be able to send bi-directional
A information in a variety of formats including: XML,
stored procedure, web services etc.

1

EXTRA COST

T-3

RESPONSE

T-2

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
T-1

REQUIREMENT

Technical

T-13

A

T-14

A

T-15

A

T-16

A

T-17

A

T-18

A

T-19

A

T-20

A

T-21

A

T-22

T-23

COMMENTS

Ability to import/export data in a variety of
formats e.g. Excel, XML, Text. PDF
System must be compatible and integrate with
Microsoft Office suite, including Outlook.
Solution includes on-line help, user manuals,
installation procedures, configuration and
maintenance procedures, and operations
manuals.
System allows single user to be in multiple
modules at the same time.
Ability to have multiple users viewing the same
record but only one user updating at a time.
Provide ability to include links to external
documents or applications from within the
system.
Ability to attach scanned documents to each
customer record
Ability to track last time waiver was signed
Ability to block dates off for statutory holidays
and have the system adjust program dates;
holidays should be adjustable by location
Compatible with existing computing environment.

The software should contain an Application
A Programming interface (API) or web services
interface.
Provide an audit trail of all system activity,
A including by user, date and time.

2

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY
A

RESPONSE

NUMBER
T-12

REQUIREMENT

Technical

T-25

A

T-26

A

T-27

A

T-28

A

T-29

A

T-30

A

T-31

A

T-32

A

T-33
T-33a
T-33b
T-33c

B
A
B

T-34

A

T-35

A

T-36

A

COMMENTS

Provide an automatic log-off feature after a
specified period of inactivity.
Please describe your system's ability to provide
alerts for unauthorized or suspicious activity.
Provide full backup and restore functions with
logging.
System should not display or print passwords.
The system should periodically request the user
reset their password. (at least every 90 days)
The system should set a minimum password
length of 8 characters.
Provide user option to reset password.
Passwords should be stored/encrypted without a
means to un-encrypt.
Sensitive data must be encrypted - please indicate
level of encryption
Provide Integrations to the following systems,
including, but not limited to:
Integration: GIS (ESRI)
Integration: Tyler/Munis Financial System.
Integration: Musco Sports Lighting, LLC
Please describe your system's compatibility with
mobile devices, including phones and tablets.
Please describe your system's ability to interface
with different browsers.
Provide a solution that operates with current
version of Microsoft SQL reporting services and
Crystal Reports.

3

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY
A

RESPONSE

NUMBER
T-24

REQUIREMENT

Technical

T-38

A

T-39

A

T-40

A

T-41

A

COMMENTS

Identify the platform(s) on which vendor’s
solution is maintained and supported, and
recommend their preferred platform, listing
minimum system requirements.
Please describe the ability to run the system in
multiple environments, development, production,
training/quality assurance.
The company’s systems are Payment Card
Industry (PCI) Compliant. Please provide
certification.
The company has a proven history of transacting
customer funds securely. Please indicate the
amounts of funds transacted annually.
Please describe how you will make the website
seamless with our current website.

4

EXTRA COST

A

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
T-37

REQUIREMENT

Web Access

A
W-1
A
A
A
A

W-2

W-3

W-4

COMMENTS

Web access registration must perform all
functions as an operator assisted registration. This
includes but is not limited to the
following:
· Enforcement of all constraints
· Gathering information required for specific
activities
· Interfaces with other modules for automatic,
real-time update of information based on the
function performed.
· Creation of client account
· Completion of transaction with option to print
waivers, confirmations and receipts
·

Online acknowledgement/signature for waiver

Software must utilize information contained in
the activity records to dynamically populate web
pages for use in web-based activity registration.
Software must be capable of displaying an activity
and its corresponding description through direct
A
entry of the activity number or by use of a
hyperlink menu system.
A

A

The software must dynamically utilize a hyperlink
menu system based on the activities and
categories in the activity registration system.

1

EXTRA COST

A

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER

A

REQUIREMENT

Web Access

A

W-6

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

W-7

A

W-8

A

W-9

B

COMMENTS

The software must accommodate linking directly
to a parent and/or child activity, an activity type,
activities occurring at a specific facility, or
activities returned as part of a search.
The software must include a search capability to
query different aspects of the website and return
hyperlink results for easy navigation based on the
search results. Search capability must allow users
to query courses based on one or more of the
following criteria:
· Location
· Date
· Time
· Participant Age
· Program Cost
· Category
· Keyword
Keyword searches must query entire parent and
child activity title and description, and not be
character limited.
The software must include search analytics,
allowing system administrators to evaluate
commonly used search terminology.
The software must be Google Analytics enabled,
and capable of recording a campaign code.
The software must allow system administrators to
edit style sheets and templates.

2

EXTRA COST

A

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
W-5

REQUIREMENT

Web Access

W-11

B

W-12

A

W-13

A

W-14

A

W-15

A

W-16

A

W-17

A

COMMENTS

The software must allow dynamic display of
images associated with courses and facilities.
All dynamically created pages must be capable of
easily incorporating user defined information
while maintaining their dynamic nature. Example:
Changing the standard heading, title, or footer
information while the page content is dynamically
generated.
The software must be capable of handling an
unlimited number of simultaneous internet
connections.
The software must be capable of simultaneous
participant registration on different internet
connections.
The software must accept and verify credit card
payments and issue receipts.
The system must utilize secure connections for
accepting and transmitting all participant
information.
The software must provide the same functionality
and security when accessed from any of the
current versions of Microsoft Internet Explorer,
Google Chrome, or Firefox.
The software must dynamically generate web
pages based on information contained in the
facility scheduling records.

3

EXTRA COST

DESIRABILITY
A

RESPONSE

NUMBER
W-10

REQUIREMENT

Web Access

W-19

A

W-20

A

W-21

A

W-22

A

W-23

A

W-24

A

W-25

A

W-26

A

W-27

A

COMMENTS

The software must process facility booking
applications and mark the facility occupied
pending approval/denial of the responsible staff
member.
The system must allow facilities, courses,
memberships, leagues, etc., to be marked
unavailable for web access or booking.
The software must provide internal mechanisms
for protections against unauthorized access to
website information.
The software must allow the ability to modify the
checkout process to includes disclaimers and
additional information.
Software must meet PCI requirements.
Software must allow non-client account POS
transactions.
Software must interface with City’s financial
system and website
The software must be responsive to different
screen sizes and be fully functional and ADA
compliant (including the Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 A and AA) on
mobile devices.
Ability to have images, graphics, and movies play
on the website.
Please describe your ability to translate your
website in multiple languages

4

EXTRA COST

A

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
W-18

REQUIREMENT

Web Access

COMMENTS

A Internet system must be user friendly/easy to use.

5

EXTRA COST

RESPONSE

DESIRABILITY

NUMBER
W-28

REQUIREMENT

Attachment B. Pricing Schedule - Flat Rate Option

SaaS Hosted Solution - Flat Rate Option

Year 1

One Time Costs
Implementation Services
Training (indicate # of days/hours):
Onsite Training at City Offices
Web Based Training
Financial Export/Interface
Annual Costs
SaaS Hosting
Payment Processor Hosting
Maintenance & Support 24/7
Future Developments & Upgrades
Totals

$

-

Year 2

$

-

Year 3

$

-

Year 4

$

-

Payment Processor Cost (if provided)
Payment Processor Hosting
Cash Sale per transaction
Check Sale per transaction
Hardware Listing
Credit Card Readers (EMV
capable)
Camera for desktop
Signature Pin Pad
Membership card reader
Membership card printer
Cash drawer

Current Hardware
Magtek Wedge Card
Swipe/FD130WiFi
Logitech Pro 9000 Web Cam
N/A
Metrologic Voyager 9520
barcode scanner
Zebra P330i Card Printer
APG 16" Cash Drawer Printer
driven

Proposed
Hardware Cost

Note: If there are tiered pricing
options, please provide
multiple pricing sheets and
provide details of each pricing
option.

Year 5

$

-

Five (5) Year
Total Cost of
Ownership
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$

-

Attachment B. Pricing Schedule - Flat Rate Option

Other (please specify)

Espon TMT88v Thermal
Receipt Printer
Zebra LP/TLP 2824 Barcode
Printer
Espon D-MD110 Pole Display

Other Costs
Hourly Rate for Professional Services
Project Expenses (travel, per diem, etc.)

Attachment B. Pricing Schedule - Usage Based Option
SaaS Hosted Solution - Usage Based Option
Total # of Transactions for 2018
Count
Amount*
Number of annual transactions
6,980
$
539,422.00
Number of transactions paid by credit card/EFT
1,224
$
332,734.00
online
Number of transactions paid by credit card/EFT
3,000
$
195,000.00
in-house
Number of transactions paid by cash or check
2,756
$
206,688.00
*Dollar amounts are approximate due to limitations of the current system.
One Time Costs
Implementation Services
Note: If there are tiered pricing
Training (indicate # of days/hours):
options, please provide multiple
Onsite Training at City Offices
pricing sheets and provide details of
Web Based Training
each pricing option.
Financial Export/Interface

Annual Costs
SaaS Hosting
Maintenance & Support 24/7
Future Developments & Upgrades
Totals

Year 1

$

Transaction Usage Fees
Cash Sale per transaction
Check Sale per transaction
Credit Card/EFT Sale per transaction
Payment Processor Cost (if provided)
Payment Processor Hosting
Cash Sale per transaction
Check Sale per transaction
Credit Card/EFT Sale per transaction

Year 2

-

$

Year 3

-

$

-

Year 4

$

-

Year 5

$

-

Five (5) Year
Total Cost of
Ownership
$
$
$
$
-

Attachment B. Pricing Schedule - Usage Based Option
Hardware Listing
Credit Card Readers (EMV capable)
Camera for desktop
Signature Pin Pad
Membership card reader
Membership card printer
Cash drawer
Other (please specify)

Other Costs
Hourly Rate for Professional Services
Project Expenses (travel, per diem, etc.)

Current Hardware
Magtek Wedge Card
Swipe/FD130WiFi
Logitech Pro 9000 Web
Cam
N/A
Metrologic Voyager 9520
barcode scanner
Zebra P330i Card Printer
APG 16" Cash Drawer
Printer driven
Espon TMT88v Thermal
Receipt Printer
Zebra LP/TLP 2824
Barcode Printer
Espon D-MD110 Pole
Display

Proposed
Hardware Cost

ATTACHMENT C.
Offeror Data Sheet
Note: The following information is required as part of your response to this solicitation. Failure to complete
and provide this sheet may result in finding your bid nonresponsive. (In the case of a two-step IFB, it may
cause the proposal portion to be determined to be not acceptable.)
1.

Qualification: The Offeror must have the capability and capacity in all respects to satisfy fully all of the
contractual requirements.

2.

Offeror’s Primary Contact:
Name:

3.

Phone:

Years in Business: Indicate the length of time you have been in business providing this type of good or service:

__________ Years

______ __ Months

4.

Offeror Information: eVA Vendor ID or DUNS Number: ___________

5.

References: Indicate below a listing of at least four (4) current or recent accounts, either commercial or
governmental, that your company is servicing, has serviced, or has provided similar goods. Include the length
of service and the name, address, and telephone number of the point of contact.
A. Company:

Contact: ______________________________

Phone: (_____)______________________________ Fax: (_____)_________________________
Project:
Dates of Service:
B.

$ Value:

Company:

Contact: ______________________________

Phone: (_____)______________________________ Fax: (_____)_________________________
Project:
Dates of Service:

$ Value:

C. Company:

Contact: ______________________________

Phone: (_____)______________________________ Fax: (_____)_________________________
Project:
Dates of Service:

$ Value:

D. Company:

Contact: ______________________________

Phone: (_____)______________________________ Fax: (_____)_________________________
Project:
Dates of Service:

$ Value:

I certify the accuracy of this information.
Signed:

Title: ______________________________ Dat e:
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ATTACHMENT D.
Proprietary/Confidential Information
Trade secrets or proprietary information submitted by an Offeror shall not be subject to public
disclosure under the Virginia Freedom of Information Act; however, the Offeror must invoke the
protections of § 2.2-4342F of the Code of Virginia, in writing, either before or at the time the data or
other material is submitted. The written notice must specifically identify the data or materials to be
protected including the section of the proposal in which it is contained and the page numbers, and
state the reasons why protection is necessary. The proprietary or trade secret material submitted in
the original and all copies of the proposal must be identified by some distinct method such as
highlighting or underlining and must indicate only the specific words, figures, or paragraphs that
constitute trade secret or proprietary information. In addition, a summary of proprietary
information submitted shall be submitted on this form. The classification of an entire proposal
document, line item prices, and/or total proposal prices as proprietary or trade secrets is not
acceptable. If, after being given reasonable time, the Offeror refuses to withdraw such a
classification designation, the proposal will be rejected.
Name of Offeror:
invokes the protections of § 2.2-4342F of
.
the Code of Virginia for the following portions of my proposal submitted on
Date

Signature:
Title:

DATA/MATERIAL TO BE
PROTECTED

SECTION NO. &
PAGE NO.
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REASON WHY PROTECTION
IS NECESSARY

Attachment E. State Corporation Commission Form
Virginia State Corporation Commission (“SCC”) registration information: The undersigned
Offeror:
 is a corporation or other business entity with the following SCC identification number:
-OR is not a corporation, limited liability company, limited partnership, registered limited
liability partnership, or business trust
-OR is an out-of-state business entity that does not regularly and continuously maintain as part of its
ordinary and customary business any employees, agents, offices, facilities, or inventories in Virginia
(not counting any employees or agents in Virginia who merely solicit orders that require acceptance
outside Virginia before they become contracts, and not counting any incidental presence of the
offeror in Virginia that is needed in order to assemble, maintain, and repair goods in accordance
with the contracts by which such goods were sold and shipped into Virginia from offeror’s out-ofstate location)
-OR is an out-of-state business entity that is including with this bid an opinion of legal counsel which
accurately and completely discloses the undersigned offeror’s current contacts with Virginia and
describes why those contacts do not constitute the transaction of business in Virginia within the
meaning of §13.1-757 or other similar provisions in Titles 13.1 or 50 of the Code of Virginia.
**NOTE** Check the following box if you have not completed any of the foregoing options but
currently have pending before the SCC an application for authority to transact business in the
Commonwealth of Virginia and wish to be considered for a waiver to allow you to submit the SCC
identification number after the due date for bids (the Commonwealth reserves the right to determine
in its sole discretion whether to allow such waiver): 
Signature:

Date:

Name:
Print

Title:
Name of Firm:
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ATTACHMENT F. CERTIFICATION OF NO COLLUSION
The undersigned, acting on behalf of
_, does hereby certify
in connection with the procurement and proposal to which this Certification of No Collusion
is attached that:
This proposal is not the result of, or affected by, any act of collusion with another person
engaged in the same line of business or commerce: nor is this proposal the result of, or affected
by, any act of fraud punishable under Article 1.1 of Chapter 12 of Title 18.2 Code of Virginia,
1950 as amended (&&18.2-498.1 atseq.)

Signature of Company Representative
Name of Company
Date
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
STATE OF VIRGINIA
CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, to wit:
The foregoing Certification of No Collusion bearing the signature of
and
Dated
was subscribed and sworn to before the undersigned
notary public by
on
.
Notary Public
My commission expires:
CODE OF VIRGINIA
&18.2-498.4. Duty to provide certified statement. A. The Commonwealth, or any department or agency
thereof, and any local government or any department or agency thereof, may require that any person
seeking, offering or agreeing to transact business or commerce with it, or seeking, offering or agreeing to
receive any portion of the public funds or moneys, submit a certification that the offer or agreement or any
claim resulting thereon is not the result of, or affected by, any act of collusion with another person engaged
in the same line of business or commerce, or any act of fraud punishable under this article.
B. Any person required to submit a certified statement as provided in paragraph A above

who knowingly makes a false statement shall be guilty of a Class 6 felony. (1980, c.472)
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Attachment G.
City of Fredericksburg Information Systems Access Policy
PURPOSE:
The purpose of this policy is to establish the rules for access to City of Fredericksburg information
systems.
SCOPE:
This policy outlines the responsibilities of anyone other than a City employee that requires access to
City information systems, such as software vendors, contractors, consultants, business partners, and
security companies (referred to in this policy as “outside parties”). This policy also outlines the
responsibilities of City employees responsible for the managing that access.
POLICY:
Server Rooms
Anyone accessing the City’s server rooms must follow the City’s Server Room Access Policy.
Third Party Policy Guidelines
1. All work by outside parties must be scheduled with and pre-approved by the City’s Information
Technology Department. All configuration information of any installed software must be made
available to IT. All installed software must be virus checked to IT’s standards.

2. Access will be permitted only to City information that has been pre-approved by IT.
3. Remote access must meet the following minimum security requirements:

















Remote support connections must be encrypted with a minimum of AES128 bit
encryption.
Remote support connections must have an inactivity timeout with a maximum of 15
minutes.
Remote support connections must be configured to allow the City to monitor the
remote session.
Remote support access shall use as few rights as possible to complete the given task.
Remote support access must be configured to allow the City to disconnect at any time.
Remote support access must have an up-to-date and operational virus/malware scanner.
Remote support access must be secured by either a software-based firewall installed on
the computer or a hardware-based solution. It must be up-to-date and operational.
Any special considerations must be approved by IT.

4. Outside parties accessing information the City deems confidential must execute the City’s
standard Nondisclosure Agreement.
5. Any City information acquired by an outside party under a contract or other agreement with
the City shall only be used for the purposes stated in that contract or agreement; it may not be
used for an outside party’s own purposes or divulged to others.
6. All outside parties accessing City information systems shall comply with all applicable City
standards and policies, such as policies on acceptable use, software licensing, safety, auditing,
security, nondisclosure, and privacy. The City will provide these policies upon request.
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7. The City may designate a member of the IT Department as the point of contact for outside
parties accessing the City’s information systems.
8. Outside parties shall provide the City with a list of all its employees and all of its
subcontractor’s employees that will be accessing the City’s systems. No person may access the
City’s systems without the City’s advance written approval.
9. Each outside party’s access to systems must be uniquely identifiable and authenticated, and
password management must comply with the City’s password policy. Managing connectivity
with partner networks can be handled different ways depending on what technologies are in
place (e.g. encryption, intrusion detection, DMZ architecture).
10. Any non-City computer or other device connected to the City’s systems must have up-to-date
virus protection and patches. The Third Party shall be held accountable for any damage to the
City’s network and/or data should it be determined that the incident was directly related to
that Third Party’s access.

11. All outside party personnel working on City property must acquire a City ID badge to be
displayed at all times while on the premises. The badge must be returned to the City upon
termination or completion of the contract.
12. Upon request, outside parties shall provide documentation that their employees that have
access to City confidential information have been cleared to handle that information. The City
may perform background checks on any person seeking to access the City’s systems.
13. Outside parties must be able to explain how City information will be handled and protected
when in the outside party is in possession of the information.
14. Outside parties must report all security incidents to City IT personnel.
15. Outside parties must follow all applicable change control procedures and processes.
16. All software used by outside parties in providing service to the City must be properly
inventoried and licensed.
17. Outside parties must comply with all applicable auditing regulations and City auditing
requirements.
18. Work outside of regular work hours must be pre-approved in writing by IT.
19. All outside party maintenance equipment on the City’s network that connects to the outside
world shall remain disabled except when in use for authorized maintenance.
20. Upon termination or expiration of a contract between the City and an outside party, the
outside party shall collect all confidential information, return it to the City or destroy it, and
certify to the City that this has been done, within 48 hours. All equipment and supplies must
also be returned, as well as any access cards and identification badges. All equipment and
supplies retained by the outside party must be documented and authorized by the IT.
21. The City may monitor system and network log files.
22. The City will eliminate outside party’s access after the outside party’s contract has been
completed or terminated. This includes:



Removing the outside party’s authentication and all means of access to systems.
If needed, ensure that incoming e-mail is re-routed to an appropriate person.
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Archiving any outside party software configuration, and transferring ownership to
designated City staff.
Obtain a written statement from the outside party that any software created or
installed by the outside party is free of viruses and any other malicious code.

Non-Compliance
Violations of this policy will be treated like other allegations of wrongdoing at the City of
Fredericksburg. Allegations of misconduct will be adjudicated according to the City’s established
procedures. Sanctions for inappropriate use of the City of Fredericksburg’s systems and services may
include:
1. Temporary or permanent revocation of system access;
2. Determination of breach of contract;
3. Termination of contract; and
4. Legal action.
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Attachment H.
Nondisclosure and Confidentiality Agreement
This nondisclosure and confidentiality agreement, dated

, 2018,

is between the City of Fredericksburg, a Virginia municipal corporation,
and , (the “Business Associate”).
RECITALS
A.

The Business Associate has been retained by the City to perform certain services on
its behalf, specifically,
.

B.

In connection with the Business Associate’s provision of services it will have access
to sensitive, confidential, important, and/or proprietary Confidential Information
and Protected Health Information (as defined below).

C.

No portion of Business Associate’s provision of services requires the capture,
acquisition, use, or dissemination of any of the City’s information.

D.

City wishes to provide for the confidentiality of the City’s information.

E.

Business Associate agrees to these terms as a condition to receiving the contract
to perform services for the City.

AGREEMENT
THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, and in consideration of the award of
the contract to perform the services referenced above, the Business Associate agrees as
follows.
1. Definitions. For purposes of this Agreement,
a.

“Confidential Information” will include:
i. Full Social Security Number (last 4 digits only are acceptable)
ii. Driver’s License Number
iii. Financial account number or credit/debit card number
iv. Criminal history information
v. State ID card number
vi. Passport number
vii. Personally identifiable medical information
viii. Secret tax information as described in VA Code 58.1-3

b.

“Business Associate” will include the Business Associate and all successors
and assigns, affiliates, subsidiaries (as applicable), and related companies of
the Business Associate.

c.

“Representative” will include the Business Associate’s managing members
(as applicable), trustees, general partners (as applicable) and financial and
legal advisors.
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The term includes the officers, employees, agents, and contractors of the
Business Associate and all persons who have access to Confidential
Information by or through the Business Associate.
d.

“Protected Health Information” will have the same meaning as the term
“protected health information” in 45C.F.R. §164.501, limited to the
information created or received by the Business Associate from or on behalf
of the City.

2. Confidentiality. At all times, both during and after the termination of its relationship with the
City for any reason, the Business Associate and its Representatives will not obtain, retrieve,
intercept, acquire, copy, download, use, disclose, or give others any of the Confidential
Information in any manner whatsoever, and will hold and maintain the Confidential
Information in strictest confidence. The Business Associate will ensure that all proper
safeguards are in place to prevent the use or disclosure of the Confidential Information.
3. Indemnity. The Business Associate hereby agrees to indemnify the City against any and all
losses, damages, claims, expenses, and attorneys’ fees incurred or suffered by the City as a result
of a breach of this Agreement by the Business Associate or its Representatives.
4. Protection. The Business Associate will be responsible for any breach of this Agreement by
any of his/her/its Representatives and will, at his/her/its sole expense, take all necessary
measures (including but not limited to court proceedings) to restrain his/her/its
Representatives from prohibited disclosure or use of the Confidential Information.
5. Irreparable Harm. The Business Associate understands and acknowledges that any disclosure or
misappropriation of any of the Confidential Information in violation of the Agreement may cause
the City irreparable harm, the amount of which may be difficult to ascertain, and therefore
agrees that the City will have the right to apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for specific
performance and/or an order restraining and enjoining any such further disclosure or breach
and for such other relief as the City will deem appropriate. Such right of the City is to be in
addition to the remedies otherwise available to the City at law or in equity. The Business
Associate expressly waives the defense that a remedy in damages will be adequate and any
requirement in an action for specific performance or injunction for the posting of a bond by
the City.

6. Survival. This agreement will continue in full force and effect even after the termination of
the Business Associate and the City for any reason.
7. Successors and Assigns. This agreement and each party’s obligations hereunder will be binding
on the representatives, assigns, and successors of such party and will inure to the benefit of the
assigns and successors of such party; provided, however, that the rights and obligations of the
Business Associate hereunder are not assignable.
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8. No Waiver of Rights, Powers and Remedies. No failure or delay by a party hereto in exercising any
right, power or remedy under this Agreement, and no course of dealing between the parties hereto,
will operate as a waiver of any such right, power or remedy of the party. No single or partial exercise
of any right, power or remedy under this Agreement by a party hereto, nor any abandonment or
discontinuance of steps to enforce any such right, power or remedy, will preclude such party from
any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, power or remedy hereunder.
The election of any remedy by a party hereto will not constitute a waiver of the right of such party
to pursue other available remedies. No notice to or demand on a party not expressly required under
this Agreement will entitle the party receiving such notice or demand to any other notice or demand
in similar or other circumstances or constitute a waiver of the rights of the party giving notice or
demand. The terms and provisions of this Agreement may be waived, or consent for the departure
there from granted, only by written document executed by the party entitled to the benefits of such
terms or provisions. No such waiver or consent will be deemed to be or will constitute a waiver or
consent with respect to any other terms or provisions of this Agreement, whether or not similar.
Each such waiver or consent will be effective only in the specific instance and for the purpose for
which it was given, and will not constitute a continuing waiver or consent.

9. Governing Law. This Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the Commonwealth of Virginia.
10. Attorneys’ Fees. If any action at law or in equity is brought to enforce or interpret the provisions of
this Agreement, the prevailing party in such action will be entitled to reimbursement for reasonable
attorney’s fees and costs.
11. Counterparts. This Agreement may be signed in counterparts, which together will constitute one
agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Agreement to be signed by their duly authorized
representatives or officers, effective as of the date first listed above in the preamble to this Agreement.
Business Associate:
Signature
By:

Date:

Title:
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